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The Legislative Council, which is ~omposed of five Senators, 
six Representatives, and the presiding officers of the two 
houses, serves as a continuing research agency for the legisla-
ture through the maintenance of a trained staff. Between 
sessions, research activities are concentrated on the study of 
relatively broad problems formally proposed by legislators, and 
the publication and distribution of factual reports to aid in 
their solution. 
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legisla-
tors, on individual request, with personal memoranda, providing 
them with information needed to handle their own legislative 
problems. Reports and memoranda both give pertinent data in the 
form of facts, figures, arguments, and alternatives. 
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To Members of the Forty-sixth Colorado General Assembly: 
The Legislative Council is submitting herewith a 
report on the administration of the welfare programs of 
the state for your consideration, as directed by House 
Joint Resolution No. 1008, 1966 session. 
The committee appointed by the Council to conduct 
this study submitted its report to the·Council on November 
28, 1966, at which time the report was accepted by the 
Legislative Council for transmittal to the members of the 
Forty-sixth General Assembly. 
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Your Committee on Welfare appointed pursuant to 
House Joint Resolution No. 1008, 1966 session, submits 
herewith its report and recommendations. This report 
covers the committee's study of the various aspects of 
welfare administration; the possibility of state assump-
tion of full administrative responsibility for the 
welfare programs, and the changes in the medical care 
program for recipients of welfare assistance and medical 
indigents under title XIX. 
JG/mp 
Respectfully submitted, 
/s/ Representative Joe Gollob, 
Chairman 
Committee on Welfare 
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FOREWORD 
Pursuant to House Joint Resolution No. 1008, 1966 session, 
the Legislative Council appointed the following committee to conduct 
a study of the administration of the welfare programs of the state: 
Rep. Joseph Gollob, Chairman 
Sen. John R. Bermingham, 
Vice Chairman 
Sen. Harry M. Locke 
Sen. John J. Donlon 
Sen. Sam T. Taylor 
Rep. Louis Rinaldo 
Rep. Betty Miller 
Rep. Harold W. Adcock 
Rep. John T. Baer, Jr. 
Rep. Clarence Quinlan 
Rep. George F. Jackson 
In light of the constantly changing concept, scope, and re-
quirements of welfare programs since the inception of the Colorado 
welfare program, this study was undertaken to review the administra-
tion of welfare programs of the state. The resolution authorized 
the committee to consider: 1) the problems caused by the present 
method of administration; 2) alternatives·to the present method; 3) 
advantages and benefits which might accrue from state assumption of 
full administrative responsibility; and 4) changes which may be 
necessary to enable the state to implement the Title XIX program. 
The Committee on Welfare held a series of five meetings dur-
ing the course of its study. National, state, and local officials 
in the various fields of welfare gave the committee the benefit of 
their advice and consultation. Dr. Thomas Bell, former Public Wel-
fare Director, presented information which enabled the committee to 
become better acquainted with the scope of the department's activi-
ties and outlined administrative problems confronting the department. 
Other officials of the department rendered considerable assistance 
to the committee, and the committee would like to express its appre-
ciation to Miss Charline Birkins, Director, Mr. Tom Nelson, Mr. Joe 
Burger, and Mary Nadorff of the Department of Public Welfare and to 
the members of the State Board of Public Welfare. 
The committee is also grateful for the assistance rendered 
by Mr. Bill Walker, Director, Management Analysis Office; Mr. Riley 
Mapes and Mr. Clyde Lindville, Bureau of Family Services, Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare; members of the State Association 
of County Commissioner's Welfare Committee; members of the County 
Welfare Director's Association; and other participating at committee 
hearings. 
In carrying out the mandate of the resolution, the committee 
gave considerable attention to the following aspects of welfare 
administration: 1) centralization of payments for state old age 
pension; 2) retroactive social security adjustments; 3) value of 
home rental deductions; 4) state-county administration and funding; 
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and standards concerning uniformity, caseworker loads,. and equaliza-
tion of local effort. In addition, the committee spent considerable 
time in studying the effect of Title XIX of the Social Security Act 
on the state welfare program and the effort necessary to provide the 
basis for the establishment of a medical assistance program under 
Title XIX. 
Assisting the committee in the study were Mr. Jim Wilson of 
the Legislative Reference Office, who provided bill drafting ser-
vices, and Mr. Dave Morrissey of the Council staff, who had primary 
responsibility for the staff work. 
November 29, 1966 
viii 
Lyle C. Kyle 
Director 
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COMMITTEE ON WELFARE 
Recent federal legislation and regulations promulgated by the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare are having a substantial 
impact on welfare administration in Colorado. The medical care 
legislation promulgated by Congress in 1965, for instance, obligates 
the state of Colorado to embark on an expanded program of medical 
services for federally-aided categories of welfare recipients. If 
Colorado is to continue to receive federal medical assistance for 
welfare recipients, this phase of Title XIX of the "Social Security 
Act" must be operative by January 1, 1970, because federal vendor 
payments for medical services no longer will be made available under 
any other public assistance title of the "Social Security Act" 
after that date. 1 By 1975, Colorado also is required to increase 
the types of medical services offered to recipients and expand pro-
gram coverage to include a broad category of low income families 
commonly referred to as the "medically indigent." 
Not only must Colorado participate in the Title XIX program 
or face the prospect of loss of considerable federal grant-in-aid 
monies, but the General Assembly is obligated to finance the non-
federal share of expenditures under the state medical assistance 
plan through 100 per cent state financing or provide for distribu-
tion of funds from the federal and state share on an equalization 
basis. Congress believes that equalization or state funding will 
assure that the lack of adequate funds from local sources will not 
result in lowering the amount, duration, scope, or quality of care 
and services available throughout a state under the state's medical 
assistance plan.2 
In view of projected costs of medical services under Title 
XIX that could evolve out of the expansion of medical services and 
coverage to include a substantial percentage of low income families 
in Colorado, the committee believes that the General Assembly should 
give careful consideration to any proposal to implement Title XIX. 
Although the department documented caseloads and estimates of the 
cost of a minimum program for coverage of welfare recipients par-
ticipating in existing programs, the department could not provide 
figures or cost projections for the "medically indigent" category. 
Welfare officials have suggested that no action be taken with re-
spect to the "medically indi~ent" until information is developed on 
costs in other states. At least 12 states now are providing cover-
age to the "medically indigent" at this time. 
1. 
2. 
Section D-1000 of the Handbook of Public Assistance, Supplement 
D, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
Section 1902 (a), Title XIX, "Social Security Act." 
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Unfortunately, the committee could not make a comparison of 
cost estimates of a proposed Title XIX program with current medical 
services because the State Department of Welfare did not complete 
an analysis of medical expenses estimated for 1967-68 under existing 
programs in time for review by the committee. Medical costs are 
not easily segregated under the present administrative structure of 
the federally-aided categorical programs. Complicating the matter 
further, medical benefits are not uniform from program to program. 
A management consultant firm has been employed by the State 
Board of Welfare to assist the personnel of the State Department of 
Public Welfare in the preparation of a proposed Title XIX program. 
Data on current and estimated costs of medical services should soon 
be available upon which the General Assembly can evaluate the 
relative costs of entry into a Title XIX program. Tentatively, the 
department estimates indicate that Colorado's entry into a maximum 
program could be accomplished with little additional expenditure of 
state and local money. An additional cost of medical care of 
roughly $7,000,000 would be borne, for the _most part, by the federal 
government. 
In view of the limited information .available to the committee, 
the only recommendation the committee believes it is in a position 
to make is in reference to the options required by Congress of meet-
ing the nonfederal share of expenses for medical services under 
Title XIX either by 1) an equalization program among the counties, or 
2) state financing. In view of the complexity and problems of 
establishing an equalization program, as well as the financial limi-
tations of the property tax for support of the county share, the 
committee believes that 100 per cent state financing of the non-
federal share of medical assistance is a logical choice, in the 
event the General Assembly enacts legislation to implement the Title 
XIX program. 
Retroactive Social Security Payments 
The 1965 amendments to the "Social Security Act" provided an 
increase of seven per cent in . social security benefits. This in-
crease was made retroactive to January 1, 1965, and in September of 
that year lump sum retroactive payments were made to eligible per-
sons in Colorado. This windfall to social security recipients 
across the nation did not materialize for Colorado old age pension-
ers eligible to receive social security benefits because section 
101-1-7, C.R.S. 1963, provides that income in cash or kind to per-
sons eligible for a pension must be deducted from the amount which 
such person would otherwise receive. For this reason roughly 
$585,000 in retroactive social security monies paid to pensioners 
was refunded by pensioners to the State Department of Welfare. In 
some instances, pensioners already had spent the bonus monies paid 
under the retroactive social security check before realizing that 
the social security bonus would have to be deducted from their 
pensions. Needless to say, this posed a hardship for some pension-
ers. 
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In the event Congress makes future increases in social secur-
ity benefits retroactive, the committee believes that the retroac-
tive portion of the benefits should not have to be considered as 
income for purposes of determining eligibility for old age pension 
benefits, nor should the retroactive payments be deducted from a 
recipient~s old age pension check. A proposed bill to implement the 
committees recommendation is contained in Appendix B. 
Old Age Pension Benefits -- Value of Home Deducted 
Colorado's "Old Age Assistance Law" provides that no applicant 
who is otherwise qualified to receive a' pension shall be denied old 
age pension (OAP) benefits by reason that he is the owner of real 
estate occupied by him as a residence (Section 101-1-6, C.R.S. 
1963). Although pensioners are permitted to own -their own residence, 
the reasonable rental value of the home must be deducted from the 
OAP benefits. In addition, a pensioner may own real estate other 
than that occupied by him, personal property, or an insurance policy, 
with a total value not exceeding $1,000. 
Specifically, section 101-1-7 -(1), -C.R.S. 1963, provides: 
••• The amount of net income from whatever 
source, either in cash or in kind, that any 
person eligible for an old age pension may re-
ceive, shall be deducted from the amount of 
pension which such person would otherwise re-
ceive. In computing said net income the county 
department shall consider the ownership of real 
estate occupied as a residence as income to the 
extent of the reasonable rental value of said 
real estate, deducting therefrom the ad valorem 
taxes, the cost of water, rent, insurance, the 
items of actual repair and the bona fide inter-
est costs upon any indebtedness against such 
real estate, but in reckoning the true net rental 
value thereof, for the purposes and intent of 
this section, no charge or cost of property bet-
terment shall be deductible ••• 
Each applicant for old age pension benefits in Colorado must 
have his financial status verified before approval is given to his 
application or before his amount of OAP payment is determined. 
Approximately 30 per cent of OAP applicants own their own homes, 
and therefore must have the net rental value (reasonable rental 
value less items enumerated in 101-1-7 (1)) of their homes computed 
in order to determine the amount of OAP benefit. The compilation 
and computation of net rental value is the responsibility of the 
caseworker assigned to the pensioner. Caseworkers must verify the 
information annually and, if necessary, make adjustments. Although 
subsequent review may be made without visiting the pensioner, ini-
tial verification must be obtained at county offices and the pen-
sioner's home. Caseworkers must spend considerable time in 
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evaluating the following items necessary to compute the net rental 
value deduction for pensioners owning their own homes: assessed 
value of the home (mortgaged and unencumbered amounts), annual taxes, 
insurance, interest, water bill, special assessments, ground rent-
als, and other deductions consisting of mandatory improvements and 
repair allowances. · 
A study by the State Department of Public Welfare revealed 
that in August of 1965, there were 43,210 old age pensioners. Of 
this number, 13,155 or 30.4 per cent of these pensioners lived in 
their own homes. The av~rage monthly deduction for a pensioner liv-
ing in his own home amounts to $3.54, and annually the aggregate 
amount of the home value deduction is a little over $550,000 for 
the entire state. 
The committee believes that the savings to the state achieved 
through the net rental value deduction from payments to pensioners 
owning their own homes barely offsets the complex administrative · 
procedures necessary to compute the deduction. For this reason, the 
committee recommends elimination of the deduction from old age pen-
sion paymenti of the net rental value of the residence owned and 
occupied by a pensioner. A proposed bill .to implement the commit-
tee's recommendation is contained in Appendix B. 
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WELFARE IN COLORADO 
Welfare programs in Colorado involve a joint effort of feder-
al, state, and county governments. In general, more than half of 
the expenditures of the programs administered or supervised by the 
State Department of Public Welfare are reimbursed by the federal 
government; for fiscal year 1966-67, the federal share is estimated 
at $51,196,028, or 52.19 per cent of the total federal and state 
welfare programs. Utilizing this economic lever, the federal gov-
ernment in actual practice has assumed primary responsibility for 
planning welfare policy in Colorado, as well as other states. 
Rejection of federal policy by a state government can result in 
either a complete loss of federal grants-in-aid or a reduction in 
the amount of federal participation. Elimination of federal monies 
is particularly important because most federal grant-in-aid pro-
grams for welfare assistance are "open end" appropriations, i.e., 
the federal government provides a percentage of the cost of a pro-
gram regardless of the amount necessary to meet state and local 
expenses. Of course, state programs must comply with federal law 
and regulations. 
Under the federal grant-in-aid system, the role of state 
government gradually has diminished to program administration or 
supervision of welfare activities administered by county governments. 
States, of course, have the latitude to amplify federal welfare 
programs or to initiate their own projects and, in Colorado, examples 
of state programs include the Class B pension for persons 60 to 65 
years of age who have resided in the state for a period of 35 years; 
Class C pensions for persons residing in state institutions; child 
welfare programs not qualifying for federal aid under the dependent 
children program; tuberculosis assistance; and the general assistance 
programs of the counties. For the most part, however, the state of 
Colorado supervises the welfare programs administered by the coun-
ties, or in a few instances the welfare districts which have been 
formed by counties. 
State-Federal Relationships 
Federal assistance for welfare programs evolved out of the 
depression when state and local governments were unable to finance 
their own programs. A system of federal grants-in-aid developed, 
and the states could elect to participate in these assistance pro-
grams by meeting certain federal requirements. States may negotiate 
for federal monies by submitting requests or state plans to the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare in the following areas: 
1) old age pension (OAP); 
2) aid to the blind (AB); 
3) aid to the needy disabled (AND); 
4) aid to families with dependent children (AFDC); and 
5) the new medical assistance program (Title XIX of the 
•social Security Act"), which is replacing federal medical vendor 
payments paid under categories one through four. 
State Responsibilitie§. If a state elects to participate in 
a federal program (e.g., Colorado muat make a decision concerning 
the new federal medical assistance program, Title XIX, before 1970), 
a state plan must be supported by necessary state legislation and 
conform to federal law and regulations with respect to administra-
tive procedures and financing. For example, a state plan must pro-
vide for either state administration or state supervision of the 
program; financing of the non-federal share either by 100 per cant 
state monies or by both state and local monies; and finally the 
plan must be operative in all political subdivisions of the state. 
Following approval of a plan by HcW, the state assumes con• 
tinuing responsibility for maintaining the plan in compliance with 
changes in federal law or regulations, and the state is responsible 
for all funds expended -- federal, state, and local. The state 
administering agency insures that assistance payments and other 
services provided in a plan are available. to all eligible persona 
within the state. In the event a plan is county administered, the 
state agency is responsible to see that administrative decisions 
and actions of the counties carry out the purposes of the federal 
and state programs and meet requirement, of the state plan. 
Four elements are essential to the process of state supervi-
sion of local administration: 
1. Planning programs within the legal framework and pro-
viding organizational structure, etaffing, and financial 
support for them. 
2. Adopting, issuing, and interpreting to the local agencies 
the policies, standards, and methods that are to be in 
effect throughout the state. 
3. Taking such measures as are necessary to ensure that the 
policies, standards, and methods are actually in opera-
tion in all local agencies. 
4. Assisting the local agencies in improving the efficiency 
and effectiveness of their operations. 
In summary, federal public assistance programs are carried 
out through a system of grants-in-aid to all states in the union. 
States exercise the option for participation in these programs and 
are responsible for developing the scope (within established feder-
al criteria) of the activities, as well as supervision or conduct 
of the programs. Although states seem to have substantial respon-
sibility for the role of welfare in their respective jurisdictions, 
basic policy is established by the federal government for the most 
part. 
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Role of Counties in Welfare Administration 
With the decline of state authority, county governments also 
have little to say about the welfare programs which they administer. 
Federal law and regulations require county welfare departments to 
meet minimum criteria not only for the education and selection of 
personnel but in respect to the number of caseworkers and super-
visors that must be employed. For example, in the administration 
of federal grants in aid under Titles I (old age pension), IV (AFDC), 
X (AB), XIV(AND), and XY (Administrative procedures), the federal 
government insists that counties maintain welfare personnel on a 
merit system basis.l To carry out the federal mandate, a merit 
system for county welfare personnel is administered by the person• 
nel office of the State Department of Welfare as provided by section 
119-1-12, C.R.S. 1963. There is evidence of considerable friction 
in county court houses because welfare employees are hired under a 
merit system and are treated differently from other county employees 
and officials with respect to base pay and salary increments. 
Educa ional ualifications for Caseworker. Federal regula-
tions now require tat a beg nning casewor er must have a college 
education. To attract college graduates,-it is necessary that wages 
be sufficiently high to induce graduates to accept and retain 
employment. Effective October 1, 1965, state plans must 
1. Provide that requirements for appointment or 
promotion to positions carrying the respon-
sibility for the immediate supervision of 
public welfare workers shall include at 
least (a) a bachelor's degree from an ac-
credited institution of higher education and 
(b) a minimum of two years of experience in 
a social work position, except that one year 
of graduate training in an accredited school 
of social work may be substituted for one 
year of experience. 
2. Provide that requirements for appointment 
or promotion to the public welfare worker 
position shall include, as part of the ex-
amination, a bachelor's degree from an ac-
credited institution of higher education or, 
as an alternative until July 1, 1967 for all 
public welfare worker positions, the passing 
an examination, approved by the Secretary, 
on which the passing score is based on the 
distribution of scores obtained by college 
graduates on the same examination, to assure 
1. Section l602 (a) (5), Title XVI, "Social Security Act." 
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a level of ability of persons considered for 
appointment or promotion which is comparable 
to that of college graduates •••• 2 
Su rvisor-Caseworker Ra ios and Cas load Sa dards. Federal 
standards with respect to child we fare services an aid to families 
with dependent children (AFDC) now require that monthly caseloads 
must not exceed 60 cases per worker. The suggested supervisor-
caseworker ratio also is listed at five caseworkers per supervisor. 
The federal caseworker standards are provided in Section 4260 of 
Part IV of the ''Handbook" as follows: 
" ••• To assure sufficient time and atte~tion to each family 
and child under this requirement, provisions must be made for visits 
as frequently as the situation indicates but not less frequently 
than 60 cases per worker; and for case supervisory standards of not 
more than 5 workers per c.ase supervisor. States that are unable to 
meet these caseload and supervisory standards as of July 1, 1963, 
must present justification and propose different standards. The 
proposed standards may be accepted temporarily- provided they are 
such as to assure that adequate time and case supervision will be 
available for the services to be provided.- For such States, plan-
ning must be undertaken to assure progression in meeting the defined 
standards as quickly as possible but not later than July 1, 1967. 
"The availability of the time necessary to-,give to cases 
with specified problems and for case supervisors to give to worker& 
is a key factor in providing services. Therefore States are re-
quired to establish caseload and supervisory standards that will 
ensure the provision of the defined services. Such standards may 
vary according to the time necessary for various types of problems 
but may not exceed 60 such cases per wo:sker and a supervisory 
standard not to exceed five such workers per supervisor. These 
outer limit standards are based upon public welfare experience and 
that of related programs. For caseloads that include defined 
service cases and other cases, the equivalent of these standards 
must apply, e.g., the worker with 20 defined service cases must be 
able to devote one-third of his time to such cases. These standards 
are related to a general caseload of families or adults with de-
fined problems and not to selected caseloads with serious problems 
requiring intensive work and extensive time. Experience indicates 
that effective work for such caseloads would require a standard of 
25-35 cases. 
"Since significant progress cannot be made in the provision 
of services unless the required time is available, States must pro-
ceed to achieve the required standards as promptly as possible. In 
the event a State wishes to propose different standards, the State 
2. section 4200, Part III, Handbook of Public Assistance, H.E.W. 
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•must submit for review and decision as to acceptability, factual 
evidence th~t the necessary services can be provided with these 
different standards. If a State is unable to meet the caseload and 
case supervisory standards as of July 1, 1963, justification must 
be provided and other standards may be accepted temporarily if they 
assure that the services under the State plan can be provided. In 
such case the State must undertake planning that assures meeting 
this requirement progressively and as quickly as possible but not 
later than July 1, 1967. For States electing all families under 
title IV for services or wishing to make direct charges for the 
costs of personnel involved in providing the services, these stand-
ards must be in effect. 11 3 
Federal emphasis on monthly caseloads is in the area of so-
called "service cases"; to date, federal regulations have not pre-
scribed maximum caseloads per worker for the other federal cate-
gorical programs, namely,. aid to the blind, old age assistance, 
aid to the needy disabled, and the medical assistance program under 
Title XIX. State Department of Welfare Officials estimate a prac-
ticle monthly caseload standard for various welfare programs in 
Colorado as follows: 
Program 
Old Age Pension 
Aid to Dependent Children 
Medical Assistance for the 
Aged 
Aid to Needy Disabled 
Aid to Blind 
General Assistance 
Estimated Maximum Number of 
Cases Per Worker Per Month 
300 cases per worker of which 
about 10 per cent are 
service cases 
60 cases per worker 
150 cases per worker for those 
in nursing homes; approxi-
mately 25 per cent of the 
cases are in the process 
of leaving or being as-
signed to nursing homes. 
150 cases -- 25 per cent ser-
vice cases 
150 cases -- 25 per cent ser-
vice cases 
150 cases -- no service cases 




Food Stamps and Donated Food 
Child Welfare Adoption Cases 
Other Child Welfare Cases 
Estimated Maximum Number of 
Cases Per Worker Per Month 
200 cases 
6 cases per worker 
60 cases per worker 
Since welfare workers no longer are required to contact old age 
pensioners on an annual basis to verify change in status, the num-
ber of non-service cases in this area may increase substantially. 
With this in mind, a welfare worker handling 40 AFDC cases probably 
could handle an additional 100 old age pension cases, based on a 
300-case per worker ratio for non-service cases established by the 
former director of the State Department of Welfare, Tom Bell. 
Future Im act of Federa Ch ld W The impact 
of the fe era programs wit respect o s an ar s for county child 
welfare personnel appears to be critical in the years ahead. For 
instance, Section 523 of Title V of the "Social Security Act" re-
quires that payments to the state shall be conditioned upon: 
"(B) (2) that makes a satisfactory showing that the State is 
extending the provision of child welfare services.in the state, with 
priority being given to communities with the greatest need for such 
services after giving consideration to their financial need, and 
with a view to making available by July 1, 1975, in all political 
subdivisions of the state, for all children in need thereof, child-
welfare services provided by the staff (which shall to the extent 
feasible be composed of trained child-welfare personnel) of the 
State public welfare agency or of the local agency participating in 
the administration of the plan in the political subdivision, ••• •" 
In view of the increased demands by the federal government 
for trained personnel and for sufficient numbers of caseworkers to 
up-grade services to welfare recipients, county boards of welfare 
(county commissioners) have little discretion over administrative 
costs of welfare in the counties. The problems and impact to 
county government of the costs of maintaining welfare programs is 
graphically illustrated in the final report of the Governor's Local 
Affairs Study Commission. (The Commission's Findings are contained 
in Appendix A.) In part, the Commission's report illustrates the 
problems that smaller counties (population basis) are having in 
keeping administrative costs down, especially in view of the per-
sonnel standards and pay scales being fostered at federal and 
state levels. For instance, in counties with more than 50,000 
population, per capita costs for county welfare administration 
averages $.56, while in counties under 2,500, per capita administra-
tive expenses are $1.61. The federal governme~t currently pays 75 
per cent of the administrative costs of the OAP, AFDC, AND, and AB 
programs; however, the day may come when the federal government 
may call for economy in administration of these programs and high 
per capita administrative costs may have to be justified. 
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The county share of welfare programs is financed from the 
property tax. This source of revenue is limited by the mill levy 
restrictions imposed by the General Assembly. Fourteen counties 
now are exceeding the mill levy limits for welfare, and another five 
counties are at the levy limit. The county financial crisis poses 
a real problem particularly in those counties in which there are 
high per capita expenditures for welfare. New federal requirements 
under Title XIX recognize that differences exist from county to 
county with respect to ability to meet local welfare needs. Federal 
law provides that these differences must be minimized by one of two 
ways: 1) a program of equalization of the local government $hare; 
or 2) by 100 per cent state funding of the nonfederal share.4 
Medical Services for Welfare Recipients 
Among all of the states, Colorado has been a leader in the 
medical assistance field, particulary in respect to medical programs 
for the aged. For example, Article XXIV, Section 7, Colorado Consti-
tution, provides for the establishment of a $10,000,000 medical 
assistance fund for old age pensioners. Following adoption of this 
amendment in 1956, the State Board of Welfare was authorized to 
provide Colorado old age pensioners with 70 days of hospitalization 
per year, physician services in hospitals and nursing homes, 
skilled nursing home care, limited physician services for home and 
office calls, drugs in nursing homes, some home health aids and, 
even'(for a short period) ambulance services. Medical assistance 
also has been provided to other classes of welfare recipients in 
Colorado including persons participating in the federal program of 
aid to families with dependent children (AFDC), blind persons (AB), 
and to the needy disabled (AND). Medical services in these latter 
categories have been limited. 
Although all recipients of welfare may be classed as needy, 
the medical benefits available to the various classes of recipients 
are not uniform (see Table I). For instance, persons under the 
medical assistance for the aged program and the Class A old age 
pension medical program are eligible for 60 days of hospitalization 
per spell of illness. These services are provided under Medicare; 
however, the Medicare deductibles are paid by the welfare depart-
ment. Recipients of the blind and dependent children programs, on 
the other hand, are covered by Blue Cross-Blue Shield and are 
eligible for 120 days of hospitalization per year. Physician ser-
vices for old age pensioners are available on an unlimited basis, 
again in conjunction with the Medicare program, while individuals 
and families in the AND, AB, arid AFDC programs are limited to in-
patient (hospital or nursing home) physician services only. 
Reimbursement for home nursing services also is limited to pension-
ers only. 
4. Section 1902 (a), Title XIX, "Social Security Act." 
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Table I 
Medical Services Programs for Colorado Welfare Reci2ients 
Effective July I, 1966 ~ 
Nursing Home Physicians' Home Nursing SMIB 
Hoseitalization Care Services Services Drugs Benefits 4/ 
Old Age 
60 days per spell Unlimited Unlimited In hospital and Pensioners Yes Yes 
OAP(A) of illness nursing home 
Medical Assistance 
Unlimited!/ for Aged 60 days per spell Unlimited Yes In hospital and Yes j/ 
MAA !/ of illness nursing home 
OAP(B) 70 days a year Unlimited In hospital and Yes In hospital and No 
nursing home; nursing home 
certain outpatient 
services; 4 home 
or office calls 
per year. 
Aid to Needy - . - -
No V Disabled No Unlimited In nursing home In nursing home SMIB* premium inly . 
AND ,Y' and in own home paid for recip_enta 
... -.:.-.:, 65 or over. No 
CD payment of de.-
ductibles or co-
insurance. 
Aid to Blind 120 days--Blue Unlimited In hospitJl and No ,V In hospital, Same as for ANO 
AB 'JI Cross-Blue Shield nursing home nursing home and 
coverage own home 
Aid to Dependent 
In hospital No V In hospital and Children 120 days--Blue NA Same as for AND 
ADC 'JI Cross-Blue Shield for children in 
coverage own home 
;. 
l. Eligibility of certain MAA recipients for HIB* and SMIB contingent on their enrollment for benefits. 
2. Those 65 or over would qualify for HIB benefits, subject to payment of deductibles. 
3. Except those 65 or over would qualify for SMIB benefits, which include home health visits, subject to 
payment of deductibles and coinsurance. 
4. SMIB benefits include physicians' services, home health services (100 visits a year), X-ray services, etc.; 
include some drugs outside of hospital or nursing home, if professionally administered. 
* Supplementary Medical Insurance Benefits. 
ff Hospital Insurance Benefits 
Title XIX of the Social Security Act 
In 1965 Congress enacted amendments to the Social Security 
Act calling for revision of federal-aid programs for medical ser-
vices to the aged, as well as medical assistance payments to help 
states in providing medical aid to other low income families, parti-
cularly welfare recipients in the federally-aided categories. 
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, commonly referred to as 
"Medicare 11 , establishes federal participation in two kinds of in-
surance -- 1) hospital insurance, which includes skilled nursing 
care and other services in an extended care facility after hospital-
ization, outpatient hospital diagnostic services, and home health 
services following a hospital stay; and 2) supplementary medical 
insurance which assists in meeting bills for doctor services and 
home health services. The latter program is voluntary, and the 
federal government participates in the cost of monthly premiums on a 
matching basis. Although the health insurance program pays a large 
part of the cost of health care for most aged persons, the states 
may need to assist some low income persons 65-and over in meeting 
additional medical needs. Title XIX also assists these older indi-
viduals in meeting costs not covered by "medicare. 11 
Briefly, Title XIX ties together all federal aid for medical 
services to welfare recipients under a single program. The Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare has required that by January 
1, 1970, federal financial participation in vendor payments for 
medical services will not be available under any of the other public 
assistance titles of the Social Security Act. Perhaps the most 
important aspect of Title XIX is the provision to assist the states 
in financing medical assistance to an entirely new group of families 
-- the "medically indigent." In general, this category includes low 
income families not on welfare whose income is insufficient to meet 
medical costs. 
Uniform Benefits to Welfare Recipients 
Another fundamental purpose of the Title XIX program of the 
Social Security Act is to encourage states to establish medical 
services to welfare recipients on a uniform basis and particularly 
in respect to the federally-aided programs. Under Title XIX, Con-
gress requires that states electing to participate in federal aid 
for medical vendor payments must include in their prospective state 
plans the following minimum medical services to welfare recipients 
in the federal categories (OAP, AND, AFDC, and AB): 
1. in-patient hospital services (other than services in an 
institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases); 
2. out-patient hospital services; 
3. other laboratory and X-ray services; 
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4. skilled nursing home services (other than services in an 
institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases) for individuals 21 
years of age or older; 
5. physician services, whether furnished in the doctor's 
office, the patient's home, a hospital, a skilled nursing home or 
elsewhere. • 
Not only must the state plan provide for the aforementioned levels 
of service, but in the event a state wishes to broaden the scope of 
medical services to include drugs, the drugs must be provided to 
all classes of recipients •. The General Assembly and the State Board 
of Welfare can not elect to provide drugs to old age pensioners 
only and not to recipients in the other federally-aided categories 
and still qualify for federal assistance. 
Maintenance of Effort 
A major condition for Colorado's participation under Title 
XIX is the provision for maintenance of effort. In order for Colo-
rado to have a plan approved under Title XIX, the state can not 
reduce existing medical services of current programs.5 Recipients 
in the federally-aided categories must, under the state's Title XIX 
plan, receive medical services equivalent to the highest level pro-
vided under existing programs. For instance, since out-patient 
drugs are available to recipients under aid to the blind, aid to 
the needy disabled, aid to families with dependent children, out-
patient drug services also would have to be provided to old age 
pensioners in the event Title XIX is adopted in Colorado. 
In conjunction with the requirements for uniform services 
to all recipients, the federal maintenance of effort provision 
works a hardship on Colorado's financial resources to implement the 
Title XIX program. For example, the federal program is suppose to 
encourage states to continually phase-in or gradually increase 
medical services to low-income families over a period of years, 
culminating in a wide variety of medical services for various cate-
gories of recipients. In Colorado, a broad base of medical services 
must be incorporated in the state's program the first year Title 
XIX is adopted. For Colorado, phasing-in medical services is a 
5. Section 1902 (a) (1) of the Social Security Act states: 
"(A) provide that the medical assistance made available 
to individuals receiving aid or assistance under State plans 
approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI; and --
(i) shall not be less in amount, duration, 
or scope than the medical assistance made avail-
able to individuals receiving aid or assistance 
under any other such state plan, and ••• " 
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fiction, at least to some degree. For states providing basic ser-
vices, only under current programs, some leeway is provided for 
adding services on a year-by-year basis. 
The decision of the State Board of Welfare to buy-in to the 
Title XVIII program (Medicare) also has obligated the state to 
provide a higher level of service than would otherwise be required. 
In other words, the state board elected to pay some deductibles 
under Medicare for old age pension recipients, thus providing a 
broad range of medical benefits for old age pensioners. The net 
effect of this action with respect to Title XIX is that the minimum 
level of services provided to all welfare recipients must be equi-
valent to that provided to the pensioners. 
"Medically Indigent" 
Perhaps the most controversial aspect of Title XIX is the 
availability of federal monies to assist the states in providing 
medical care and services to individuals who would, if needy 
qualify for assistance under any of the federal categories of wel-
fare recipients. In other words, a state may exercise the option 
of providing medical aid to persons whose incomes are sufficient to 
disqualify them from federal welfare programs but whose incomes are 
below a level established by the state as necessary to meet medical 
costs. Federal funds for the categorically-related medically 
indigent are available in the same proportion as for the other 
federally-aided welfare programs; however, if vendor payments are 
to be made by the federal government for this program, the medical 
services provided to the categorically-related medically indigent 
must be equal in amount, duration, and scope as the services 
rendered to all other classes of welfare recipients. 
Federal requirements for uniformity of service for the 
federally-aided indigent may discourage some states from embarking 
on this program. Thus, the cost impact of providing the medically 
indigent with the same high level of service provided to welfare 
recipients may place too much of a burden on state and local 
finances. Without the uniformity requirement, states could have 
provided hospitalization to a rather broad base of low income 
families, and then gradually add services over a period of time. 
Federal regulations prohibit this approach. In Colorado, a feder-
ally-aided "medically indigent" program would involve a wide range 
of medical services, including hospitalization, out-patient care, 
physician's services, nursing home care, etc. In other words, all 
the services provided for the old age pensioners would have to be 
made available to the categorically-related medically indigent. 
National attention recently focused on the medically indigent 
program when the state of New York filed a state plan under Title 
XIX calling for medical assistance to families with an income of 
less than $6,000 per year (family of four persons). Considerable 
concern has been expressed in Congress and by state officers that 
caution must be exercised in the development of services to the 
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medically indigent in order to keep these programs within the bounds 
of available federal and state monies. For this reason, neither 
the Committee on Welfare nor the State Board of Welfare contemplated 
entering into this program until more is known about the potential 
costs involved, as well as possible modifications by Congress. 
Although states are not required to enter into the categori-
cally-related medically indigent program at this time, states must 
make an effort to broaden the eligibility for medical assistance by 
1975. Section 1903 {e) of the Social Security Act provides: 
{e) The Secretary shall not make payments 
under the preceding provisions of this section 
to any State unless the State makes a satisfac-
tory showing that it is making efforts in the 
direction of broadening the scope of the care 
and services made available under the plan and 
in the direction of liberalizing the eligibility 
requirements for medical assistance, with a 
view toward furnishing by July 1, 1975, compre-
hensive care and services to substantially all 
individuals who meet the plan's-eligibility 
standards with respect to income and resources, 
including services to enable such individuals 
to attain or retain independence or self-care. 
Title XIX Programs Adopted in Other States 
Effective July 1, 1966, 16 states were providing medical 
services under Title XIX. The 16 states with Title XIX plans ap-
proved by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare include: 
California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Washington. As of November 1, 1966, 
the number of states with approved plans totals 22, with another 
six states awaiting approval. Table II lists 16 states with ap-
proved plans and outlines some of the main features of the respec-
tive state plans, including categories of eligible recipients, 
income levels, number of persons to be served, etc. 
Medically Indigent. The following states have included the 
categorically-related medically indigent program in their state 
plans; 
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Income Level for Estimated Per Cent 
State a Family of four* of Population Covered 
California $ 3.800 13.0% 
Connecticut 3.800 10.0 
Hawaii 3,000 5.0 
Illinois 3,600 5.0 
Kentucky 3,420 10.0 
Maryland 3,120 9.7 
Minnesota 3,000 2.1 
North Dakota 3,000 2.6 
Oklahoma 2,448 16.7 
Pennsylvania** 4,000 6.0 
Utah 2,640 4.0 
Washington 3,000 8.0 
*The income levels listed are the maximum levels of resources to be 
used as a basis for establishing financial eligibility for medical 
assistance for families qualifying for the medically indigent pro-
gram. 
**Assistance to be funded 100 per cent by the state as state ·stand-
ards will be applicable only. 
Surprisingly, 12 of the 16 states listed in Table II have de-
cided to include medical services to all low income families, based 
on state income standards. 
Estimates of the percentage of population expected to be 
covered in states adopting the medically indigent program range from 
a high of 16.7 per cent in Oklahoma to a low of 2.1 per cent in 
Minnesota. The low estimate in Minnesota reflects the number of 
persons expected to participate in the program during the first year 
of operation only. 
Federal participation ranges from 50 per cent of program 
costs in California, Connecticut, Illinois, and Maryland, to 80 per 
cent in Kentucky. The estimated federal share of costs for these 
programs also ranges from a high of $210,000,000 in California to a 
low of $2,400,000 in Hawaii. 
In the event Colorado delays entering into a Title XIX pro-
gram, cost information compiled in other states will be helpful in 
accurately predicting or estimating program costs for Colorado. 
State welfare officials are concerned that estimates of costs of 
the Title XIX programs being made in other states may not be accur-
ate and that there is insufficient information available for the 
department to compute estimated expenses. 
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Table II 
PROVISIONS OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PLANS UNDER TITLE XIX PROGRAMS ADOPTED IN OTHER STATES 
TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Proarams in Operation 
1. ~ of State agency responsible for administering Title XIX: 
2, Date program began operation: 






All persons who receive all or part of their incomes 
from the federally aided public assistance programs: 
Old-Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, Aid to the Permanently and 
Totally Disabled, 
Children between 18 and 21 in whose behalf an Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children payment would be 
made, except that these individuals are neither dis-
abled nor attending school or a course of vocational 
or technical training, 
All individuals in the above groups who would be en-
titled to financial assistance except that they do 
not meet the durational residence requirement of any 
of the public assistance programs, 
All persons who, except for having enough income for 
their daily needs (under State assistance standards), 
could qualify for public assistance under the Federal 
eligibility requirements. 
All children (under 21) who could not qualify for 
public assistance but whose families cannot afford to 
pay for all or part of the cost of the medical care 
they need. 
( f) Other: 
*Other adults whose incomes are insufficient to meet 
their medical care costs in addition to their main-
tenance costs. (State funds) 
-All persons who upon application would be eligible 
under (a} 
...-Persons in medical institutions who if they were not 
in such institution would be eligible under (a} 
California Cgnnecticut Hawaii 
California Health State Welfare De- Department of 
and Welfare Agency Partment Social Services 
3-1-66 7-1-66 1-1-66 
X X X 
X 
X 













TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
4, What !ll ~ maintenance 11:!w f.oI. persons eligible .to.[ 
coverage? 
The amount of income and liquid assets they have, as well as 
the cost of the care they need, will be taken into considera-
tion in determining what people are eligible. In general, 
however, income and liquid assets at or below the following 
amounts are considered to be sufficient only for maintenance, 
and not available for medical care: 
(a) For a single person: 
(b) For a family of four: 
5. ®ti a.w!l 2f. !!a !!!:!.1g; features .o1 .1b1 <&11..> 1t4ica1 
•~• progral!I? 
Inpatient hospital services, 
Outpatient hospital services. 
Physicians' services. 
Skilled nursing home services. 
Laboratory and x-ray services. 
Home health care services. 
Services to aged in TB and mental institutions. 
Dental 1ervice1. 
Clinic services. 
Blood bank services. 
Prescribed drug, and medicines. 
Prosthetic, surgical and orthopedic appliances and 
sickroom supplies. 
Eyeglaues. 
-All persona who upon application would be eligible under 
-IHHlperaons in medical institutions who if they were not in 
such institution would be eligible under (a). 
















































only money payment 
receipienta a, b, 









TITLE XIX F/ICT SHEET 
ProvisJonl of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
Hearing aid1. 
Ambulance and common carrier tran1portation. 
Phylical, occupational and 1peech therapy. 
Private duty N9l1tend nur1ing 1ervlce ln ho1pltal1. 
Maternlty can center,. 
Tnetment centen licen1ed a1 medical in1tltution1 0 
except for paychiatric care, in or out of 1'8te. 
Services of pnctitionen licensed to pnctice chlro• 
practice podiatry, optometry. nurllnt. or phyllcal 
therapy. 
6 • .!ll!1 !!1ll a~ llal. n fintosw lilt UP msram? 
Federal 1hare in per cent of colta: 
Estimated Federal 1han in dollars, firat quartu of 
operation. 
Eatlmated Federal 1han in dollar• for f1r1t fl1cal 
year: 
7. .!::e 111m PIEIPO! !ill b JIDd. U lbf. 41!! mu.,., 
,: of 1tate population which will be Hrndl 
first year: 
1ub1equent year1: 
Etti.mated number of per1on1 to be Hned: 
flrat year: 
1ub1equent yean: 
State population e1tlmate: 
(1960 figure, fro- Jadsl «'1ieotF2 unlH1 pzo• 
vided by 1tatel) 









































9,000 to be NS-
ved firlt yNr 
667,1912 
... ..., 
TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation. 
1. .li!!!!t, 2.f. State agency responsible m administering Title XIX: 
2 • .Q!.t.!. program began operation: 
3. What .9t2!!P! became eligible when ,!ht program began? 
(a) All persons who receive all or part of their incomes 
from the federally aided public a11i1tance programs: 
Old•Age Assistance. Aid to the Blind, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Childre, Aid to the Permanently and 
Totally Disabled. 
(b) Children between 18 and 21 in whose behalf an Aid to 
F1milie1 with Dependent Children payment would be 
made, except that these individuals are neither dis• 
abled nor attending school or a course of vocational 
or technical training. 
(c) 
(d) 
All individuals in the above groups who would be en• 
titled to financial assistance except that they do 
not meet the durational residence requirement of any 
of the public assistance programs. 
All persons who. except for having enough income for 
their daily needs (under State assist1nce standards), 
could qualify for public a11i1tance under the Federal 
eligibility requirements. 
(e) All children (under 21) who could not qualify for 
public assistance but whose families cannot afford~ 
to pay for all or part of the coat of the medical 
care they need. 
(f) other: 
Table II (Cont.) 
Illinois 









(age 6!1 and 
over) 
iHHIPersons in medical in1titution1 who if they were not in 
such institution would be eligible under (a) 
..-tlMedically needy children in foster care under agency super• 
vision. 
Kentucky Louililftl 
Department of Eco- Department of Pub• 











A 11 residents of 
1 ta te who need 
medical care and 
cannot pay for all 
or part of it, in-




TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
4. !hU !ll !!)! maintenance levels for persons eligible for 
coverage? 
The amount of income and liquid assets they have, as well as 
the cost of the care they need, will be taken into considera-
tion in determining what people are eligible. In general, 
however, income and liquid assets at or below the following 
amounts are considered to be sufficient only for maintenance, 
and not available for medical care: 
(a) For a single person: 
(b) For a family of four: 
5. What ll!. some of the major features 2f the (fil!.t!.) medical 
'iiS'Istance prograiii:r'" 
Inpatient hospital services. 
Outpatient hospital services. 
Physicians• services. 
Skilled nursing home services. 
Laboratory and x-ray services. 
Home health care services. 
Services to aged in TB and mental institutions. 
Dental services. 
Clinic ael'Vices. 
Blood bank s~rvices. 
Prescribed drugs and medicines. 
Prosthetic, surgical and orthopedic appliances and 
sickroom supplies, 
Eyeglasses. 


























not applicable, only 
the four money pay-




























TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
Hearing aids. 
Ambulance and common carrier transportation. 
Physical, occupational and speech therapy. 
Private duty registered nursing service in hospitals. 
Maternity care centers. 
Treatment centers licensed as medical institutions, 
except for psychiatric care, in or out of state. 
Services of practitioners licensed to practice chiro• 
practic, podiatry, optometry, nursing, or physical 
therapy. 
6. What .!ill !!I. .th! !!rn .o.f financing ~ !le program? 
Federal share in per cent of costs: 
Estimated Federal share in dollars, first quarter of 
operation. 
Estimated Federal share in dollars for first fiscal 
year: 
7. ~ many persons will !!I. .!.!.£!!Sl lrt .ill! Jl!!'. program? 
% of state population which will be served: 
first year: 
subsequent years: 
Estimated number of persons to be served: 
first year: 
subsequent years: 
State population estimate: 
(1960 figures from~ Almanac2 ) 






500,000 to 525,000 
Kentucky 






















TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
1. H!!!!! gf State agency responsible .f21: administering 'ill!!, XIX: 
2, Q!1! program began operation: 
3. fil3!1 .9ml.W ~ eligible '!hen ill.I. program li9!.D.7 
N 
0 
(a) All persons who receive all or part of their incomes 
from the federally aided public assistance programs: 
(b) 
Old-Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, Aid to the Permanently and 
Totally Disabled. 
Children between 18 and 21 in whose behalf an Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children payment would be 
made, except that these individuals are neither dis-
abled nor attending school or a course of vocational 
or technical training. 
(c) All individuals in the above groups who would be en• 
titled to financial assistance except that they do 
not meet the durational residence requirenaent of any 
of the public assistance programs. 
(d) 
(e) 
All persons who, except for having enough income for 
their daily needs (under State assistance standards), 
could qualify for public assistance under the Federal 
eliQibility requirements. 
All children (under 21) who could not qualify for 
public assistance but whose families cannot afford 
to pay for all or part of the cost of the medical 
care they need. 
(f) Other: 
..-Penons in medical institutions who if they were not in 
such institution would be eligible under (a) 
Table II (Cont.) 
Minnesota Nebraska North Dakota 
Department of Wel- Department of Pub- Public Welfare Board Department of 
fare lie Welfare of North Dakota Public Welfare 
1-1-66 7-1-66 1-1-66 7-1-66 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X (Aug. 1 67) 
X 
TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
4, What!.£! .the. maintenance l!xili i2I, persons eligible i2.r, 
coverage? 
The amount of income and liquid assets they have, as well as 
the cost of the care they need, will be taken into considera-
tion in determining what people are eligible. In general, 
however, income and liquid assets at or below the following 
amounts are considered to be sufficient only for maintenance, 
and not available for medical care: 
(a) For a single person: 
(b) For a family of four: 
5. Whal m .l2!!!I 21 .t.h.t .!!!!Jil features .oi .tbl (§.t!lll medical 
ass stance program? 
II,) 
~ 
Inpatient hospital services. 
Outpatient hospital services. 
Physicians• services. 
Skilled nursing home services. 
Laboratory and x-ray services. 
Home health care services. 




Prescribed drugs and medicines. 
Prosthetic, surgical and orthopedic appliances and 
sickroom supplies. 
Eyeglasses. 




















Standards for the 
above money assist• 
ance programs, and 
Sl5O for (f) above. 











































'IITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
Hearing aids, 
Ambulance and common carrier transportation. 
Physical. occupational and speech therapy. 
Private duty registered nursing service in hospitals. 
Maternity care centers. 
Treatment centers licensed as medical institution•• 
except for psychiatric care, in or out of atate. 
Services of practitioners licensed to practice chiro• 
practic, podiatry, optometry, nursing, or physical 
therapy. 
What !!ill. a. 1!ll llI!!l1 gt financing 11:!1. .!le program? 
Federal share in per cent of coats: 
Estimated Federal share in dollara, first quarter of 
operation. 
Estimated Federal share in dollars for first fiscal 
year: 
Ha !ll!m. p,rsons .!!!ll ~ .!.U:ml Jr£ !!a .ne program? 
~ of state population which will be served: 
first year: 
subsequent years: 
Estimated number of persona to be served: 
first year: 
iubsequent years: 
State population eatimate: 
(1960 figures from~ Alunac2) 
Table II (Cont.) 
Minnesota 
MWhatever the 
doctor order& ... . 
6~ 
S9.3 million 















$4.6 million $6 million 
$18.4 million $18 million 




TITI.f XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
l. l!!!!!,! 2! l1!ll ~ responsible m administering Uilt ~: 
2. ~ program .2S9!!l operation: 
3. What ms became eligible when .t.lli program began? 
(a) All peraons who receive all or part of their incomes 
from the federally aided public assistance programs: 
Old-Age Assiatance, Aid to the Blind, Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children, Aid to the Permanently and 
Totally Diaabled. 
(b) Children between 18 and 21 in whose behalf an Aid to 
families with Dependent Children payment would be 
made, except that these individual• are neither dis• 
abled nor attending school or a course of vocational 
or technical training. 
(c) All individuals in the above groups who would be en-
titled to financial asaistance except that they do 
not meet the durational residence requirement of any 




All persons who, except for having enough income for 
their daily needs (under State assistance atandards), 
could qualify for public assistance under the Federal 
eligibility requirements. 
All children (under 21) who could not qualify for 
public assistance but whose families cannot afford 
to pay for all or part of the cost of the medical 
care they need. 
Other: 
ilOther adults whose incomes are insufficient to meet 
their medical care coats in addition to their main-
tenance costs. (State funds) 
~edieallr needy children in foster care under agency 
supervis on. 
T~ble II (Cont.) 
Oklahoma 



































TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
4. !!l!.t. !lithe maintenance levels w persons eligible f2!: 
coverage? 
The amount of income and liquid assets they have, as well as 
the cost of the care they need, will be taken into considera-
tion in determining what people are eligible. In general, 
however, income and liquid assets at or below the following 
amounts are considered to be sufficient only for maintenance, 
and not available for medical care: 
(a) For a single person: 
(b) For a family of four: 
5. What !ll .1Q!!!!. ,tl .th!. ma ior features qi .th!. (~) medical 
assistance program? 
Inpatient hospital services. 
Outpatient hospital services. 
Physician~• services. 
Skilled nursing home services. 
Laboratory and x•ray services. 
Home health care services, 
Services to aged in TB and mental institutions. 
Dental services. 
Clinic services. 
Blood bank services. 
Prescribed drugs and medicines 
Prosthetic, surgical and orthopedic appliances and 
sickroom supplies. 
Eyeglasses. 



















































x (listed or 
approved) 
TITLE XIX FACT SHEET 
Provisions of Title XIX Programs in Operation 
Hearing aids, 
Ambulance and common carrier transportation. 
Physical, occupational and speech therapy. 
Private duty registered nursing service in hospitals. 
Maternity care centers. 
Treatment centers licensed as medical institutions, 
except for psychiatric care, in or out of state. 
Services of practitioners licensed to practice chiro• 
practic, podiatry, optometry, nursing, or physical 
therapy~ 
6. What \!ill M ~ terms of financing the.!!.!!'. program? 
Federal share in per cent of costs: 
Estimated Federal share in dollars, first quarter of 
operation. 
Estimated Federal share in dollars for first fiscal 
year: 
7, How many persons will M served .Ir£ the .!!.e! program? 
% of state population which will be served: 
first year: 
subsequent years: 
Estimated number of persons to be served: 
first year: 
subsequent years: 
State population estimate: 
(1960 figures from World Almanac2) 




















indigent program to 















Proposed Title XIX Program for Colorado 
Officials of the State Department of Welfare submitted cost 
figures and a proposed minimum program of benefits for considera-
tion by the committee. The proposal would provide medical benefits 
on a uniform basis to all persons currently participating in Colo-
rado welfare programs, as well as to recipients who would be eligi-
ble for public welfare except that they do not meet residence 
qualifications. The medical benefits would be the same regardless 
of whether the individual qualifies for federal assistance. In 
other words, recipients of the Class Bold age pension (a state 
funded program) would continue to receive the same benefits as Class 
A pensioners (persons over 65). The proposal does not include 
benefits for other low income families, i.e., the so-called "medi-
cally indigent". 
Level of Medical Services. Basically, the medical services 
proposed by the welfare department for a Title XIX program would be 
the same as current medical services available to persons 65 years 
of age or over under Medicare. Tying the Title XIX program to Medi-
care could lessen administrative costs because the program would be 
integrated with procedures employed by Blue Cross-Blue Shield for 
computing Medicare expenses. Confusion in the minds of recipients 
also would be reduced if the Title XIX provisions were similar to 
Medicare services. The amount of hospitalization, however, avail-
able under the proposed Title XIX program, would be substantially 
less than is available under Medicare. For instance, persons 65 
years of age or over are covered, under Medicare, with 90 days of 
hospitalization. the last 30 days of which must be paid by the 
patient to the extent of $10 per day, the balance being paid by 
Medicare funds. On the other hand. the proposed estimates of the 
department for a Title XIX program are based on 30 days of hospital-
ization. Old age pensioners, of course, would continue to be 
eligible for the Medicare benefits, but the State Department of 
Public Welfare could not pay the $10 co-insurance for the 60 to 90 
day period of hospitalization. The department would pay the initial 
$40 deductible required under Medicare for old age pensioners. 
Although it would appear that this difference in hospital 
coverage between the young recipients (30 days) and the Medicare-
covered elderly (90 days) would not be permissible under a uniform 
service concept, this is not the case. Uniformity under federal 
standards applies to portions of the federally-aided programs which 
specifically are administered by a state welfare department. Medi-
care benefits for which there is no participation by the state 
welfare agency would not be considered a factor in achieving uni-
formity. However, the supplementary medical insurance benefit 
(SMIB) paid by the State Department of Welfare for old age pension 
recipients must be considered as a factor in developing uniform 
programs. 
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Projected Costs of a Minimum Title XIX Program 
The accompanying three tables contain estimates by the State 
Department of Public Welfare of the cost of a proposed minimum pro-
gram for implementing Title XIX in Colorado in fiscal year 1967-68. 
Table III is a summary table, listing the estimated cost of medical 
services for the federally-aided programs, as well as the cost of 
providing equivalent medical benefits for nonreimbursable state 
programs. The estimated cost of providing recipients with hospital-
ization, nursing home care, medical services and supplies, as well 
as the cost of administration is $31,804,989. The cost of providing 
drugs for nursing home patients not in mental institutions would 
provide an additional expense of $1,387,800, and the added cost for 
out-patient drugs would be close to $3,993,588. The estimated cost 
of the entire program with maximum drug participation is $37,186,377. 
Current estimated cost of medical services is $30,780~574, or 
roughly 6.7 million dollars less than the estimated program for 
Title XIX. 
The federal share (53.08 per cent of the Title XIX program 
is computed at $18,772,579, while the proposed state share or state 
and local share is calculated at $18,463,798. County participation 
on a basis of 20 per cent of the nonfederal share would be 
$2,423,276, and the state share $16,040,522. Despite an estimated 
increase in over-all costs of medical services under Title XIX of 
6.7 million dollars, total state and county expenditures for medical 
costs for 1966-67 are expected to be reduced by roughly $300,000 
through adoption of the minimum program of Title XIX. 
The State Department of Welfare currently is in the process 
of detailing budget estimates for 1967-68 based on the present pro-
gram. When these estimates are available, the members of the 
General Assembly will be in a better position to compare the costs 
of a Title XIX program in relation to continuation of existing 
medical services through fiscal year 1968. 
Table N provides a detailed analysis of caseloads, number of 
persons per case, average periods of hospitalization, admissions to 
extended care facilities, estimated expenditures for various classes 
of service including hospitalization, nursing home care, physician 
services, and drugs for all categories of welfare recipients for 
which there is federal participation. The average caseload per 
month for the old age pension (Class A) and prior recipients of 
medical assistance for the aged, for instance, is 40,700. Since the 
average caseload for this category only involves one person per 
case, the total number of recipients also is estimated at 40,700. 
Total cost of medical services for persons 65 years or over receiv-
ing welfare assistance, and including out-patient drugs and drugs 
for nursing homes, is estimated at $23,762,119. This amount repre-
sents 67.3 per cent of the total cost of providing medical services 
to federally-aided welfare recipients. 
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Table III 
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED TOTAL COSTS OF ntE PROPOSED 
TITLE XIX MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM AND THE MEDICAL CARE PROORAM 
FUNDED BY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, FISCAL YEAR, 1967-68 
Federally-
Aided State 
Programs* Programs** Total 
Hospitalization $ 4,775,573 $ 918,412 $ 5,693,985 
Nursing Home care 18,822,312 348,840 19,171,152 
Med. Serv. & Supp. 5,746,311 391,258 6,137,569 
Administration 746.595 55.688 002.203 
Subtotal $30,090,791 $1,7141198 $31,804,989 
Options: 
Drugs for Nurs-
ing Home Patients 
Not in M.I. 1,360,800 
\ 
27,000 1,387,800 
Out-patients 3,820.788 172.800 3,993,588 
Total $35,272.379 $1.913,998 $37,186,377 
Federal Share 18,722,579 --- 18,722,579 
State Share 16,549,800 1,913,998 18,463,798 
(100% of Non-
Federal) 
State Share 14,247,748 1,792,774 16,040,522 
(80% Non-Fed.) / 
County Share 2,302,052 121,224 2,423,276 
*Federally-aided programs include 1) Old Age Pension, Class A 
and prior Medical Assistance to the Aged; 2) Aid to Needy Disabled; 
3) Aid to Blindi 4) Aid to Dependent Children; 5) Aid to Dependent 
Children with Unemployed Fathers; and 6) Child Welfare related to 
Aid to Dependent Children. 
**State programs inc~ude 1) Old Ag·e Pension, Class B and Class 
C;. 2) Tuberculosis Assistance_ for under 65; and 3) Child Welfare not 
related to Aid to Dependent Children. 
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Table IV 
COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE ESTIMATED COST FOR 
A PROPOSED TITLE XIX MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM, FISCAL YEAR 1967-68 
Caseloads -- Sun111ary 
Average Monthly Money 
Payment Caseload 
Average Monthly Non-Money 
Payment Caseload 
Total Average Monthly 
Medical Care Caseload 
Average No. of Persons Per Case 
Total Av. Mo. No. of Persons 
Av. Mo. No, of Persons 65 & Over 
Av. Mo, No, of Persons Under 65 
Hospital Care 
' No. of In-patient Admiss, for F,Y, 











'° In-patient under 65 




No. of Days of Hospitalization 
Av. Length of Star per Admiss, 
Av, Daily Hospita Cost $ 
Total Actual Cost for In-
patient Care 
Welfare Cost for 65 & Over 
($40 HIS deductible) 
Welfan Cost for Under 65 
(Full Cost) 






2,700 Out-patient 65 & Over 
Out-patient Under 65 
Av, Cost Per Out-patient Admiss. $ 23.50 
Total Actual Cost for Out-
patient care 
Welfare Cost for 65 & Over 
($20,00 Deduct.+ 20%) 


































Federal Cateiory Related Recirents 
Aid to Ad to Families wt h 






















































































































Hospital Care (Cont.) 
TOTAL ACTIJAL COST FOR IN & OUT-
PATIENT HOSPITAL CARE 
TOTAL WELFARE COST FOR IN & OUT-
PATI'ENT HOSPITAL CARE 
Nursing Home Care 
Total Av. Mo. No. of Nursing 
Home Patients 
Patients not in Mental Inst. 
(65 & OverT 
Patients not in Mental Inst. 
(Under 65} 
Patients in Mental Inst. 
(65 & Over) 
Patients in Mental Inst. 
(Under 65} 
Patients not in Mental Inst., Total 
Perce~Rec. Basic Care 
Percent Rec. Technical Care 
Av. Mo. Basic Care Caseload 
Av. Mo. Tech. Care Caseload 
Mo. Cost for Basic Care S 
Mo. Cost for Technical Care S 
Total Actual Cost Basic 
Care for F. Y. 

















Care for F. Y. $17,210,232 
Patients in Mental Inst., Total 
Mo. Cost for Patients in 
Mental Institution 
Total Actual Cost for M. I. 
Patients for F. Y. 





Average Monthly Income Patients 
ncft·in M.I. $ 25.00 
Income from Patients not in M.I. 
for F.Y. $1,995,000 
Income from Patients in M.I. for 
F.Y. ($15/mo.} $ 90,000 


























Federal Category Related Recipients 















































$ 227 .oo 












Federal Cateaon: Related Recieients 
OAP-A & Aid to Needy Ald to Al to Families With cw Related 
Nursing Home Care (Cont.} Prior MAAl Disabled. Blind Dee!ndent Children AFDC-u2 Tsz AFDC3 Total 
Income from Prouty Amend. for F.Y. 
($22/Mo.) s 660,000 s 15,840 s 0 s s s s 675,840 
No. of Extended Care Admiss. for 
3,000 250 F.Y. 2 3,252 
Income from Extended Care Prov. 
(20 Days@ $7.4~) s 447,000 s 37,250 s 298 s 484,548 
Total Income Deductions for 
M.H. Patients S 3,192,000 s 48~,090 S 2,698 s 3,679,788 
TOTAL NET WELFARE COST FOR NURS-
ING HOME CARE $16.9001056 $1 1897 1714 $24.542 s10 1022 1312 
Pers. Needs, No. of Patients Rec. (750! (300! (5J ( l ,05~i 
Cost of Personal Needs s (90,000 * s (36,000 * s (600 * s (126,600 * 
Medical Services & Sueelies 
Ph~sicians• Services 
In Hostital and Clinics 
w .... Tota Actual Cost for In-
Patients S 2,245,308 s 368,550 Sll,700 S 494,325 $126,750 Sll,700 s 3,258,333 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over S 2,245,308 s 36,855 S 1,170 s s s s 2,283,333 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s s 331,695 $10,530 S 494,325 $126,750 Sll,700 s 975,000 
Total Actual Cost for 
Out Patients s 28,553 s 5,063 s 1,586 s 47,250 S 15,300 s 1,688 s 99,440 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s 28,553 s 563 s 158 s s s s 29,274 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s s 4,500 s 1,428 s 47,250 S 15,300 s 1,688 s 70,166 
In Nursing Homes 
Total No. Of N.H. Visits 
forF.Y. 39,900 6,360 67 N/A N/A N/A 46,327 
No. of Visits for 65 & Over 39,900 3,000 42 N/A N/A N/A 42,942 
No. of Visits for Under 65 3,360 25 --- 3,385 Total Actual Cost for N.H. 
Visits (t S7.50/Visit) s 299,250 s 47,700 s 503 s 347,453 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s 299,250 s 22,500 s 315 s 322,06~ 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s s 25,200 s 188 s 25,388 
In Home 1 Office or Elsewhere 
Total No. of H & 0 Calls for 
F.Y. 100,650 21,300 750 156,318 33,381 6,000 318,399 
*Ihese costs are paid from Categorical Money Payments and are Ml included in proposed Title XIX estimated costs. 
Table IV 
(Continued) 
oAP-A & Aid to Needy 
Federal Category Related Recipients CW Related Aid to Aid to Families With 
Med. Serv. & Suee• (Cont.} Prior MAA1 Disabled Blind Deeendent Children AFDC-U2 To AFDC3 Total 
In Home Office or Elsewhere Cont. 
No. o s ts for 65 & Over 100;650· 300 39 100,989 
No. of Visits for Under 65 21,000 711 
Total Actual Cost (j $6.00 Per 
156,318 33,381 6,000 217,410 
Visit) $ 603,900 $ 127,800 $ 4,500 $ 937,908 $·200,286 $36,000 $ 1,910,394 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over $ 603,900 $ 1,800 s 234 $ 605,934 
Actual Cost for Under 65 $ $ 126,000 $ 4,266 $ 937,908 $ 200,286 $36,000 $ 1,304,460 
Home Health Servic!s 
Total No. of Home Health 
Visits for F.Y. 20,130 4,260 150 2,150 500 0 27,190 
No. of Visits.for 65 & Over" 20,130 60 8 20,198 
No. of Visits Under 65 
Total Actual Cost(, $8.50 Per 
4,200 142 2,150 500 0 6,992 
Visit) $ 171,105 $ 36,210 $ 1,275 $ 18,275 s 4,250 $ 0 $ 231,115 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over $ 171,105 $ 510 $ 68 $ s $ s 171,683 
Actual Cost for Under 65 $ --- $ 35,700 $ 1,207 s 18,275 $ 4,250 $ 0 s 59,432 
I Medical Tt,~nseortat~op 
w Total No. of Ambulance Trips 9,050 1,300 37 1,625 375 50 12,437 "' I, No. of Trips for 65 & Over 9,050 267 6 9,323 
No. of Trips for Unde~ 65 1,033 31 1,625 375 50 3,114 
Total Actual Cost(~ S17.50 
Per Trip) $ 158,375 s 22,7!,0 s 648 s 28,438 $ 6,563 $ 875 s 217,649 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over $ 158,375 $ 4,672 s 105 s $ $ s 163,152 
Actual Cost for Under 65 $ s 18,078 $ 543 $ 28,438 s 6,563 s 875 $ 54,497 
casr I Renj;ed Egyiemenh Pf°!the-
t e 15evices l!ra5es 1 t! Icta1 
re1s. ms i ~xes otal No. of Patients Requir-
ing Above 1,000 150 5 325 75 10 1,565 
No. of Patients 65 & Over 1,000 15 1 1,016 
No. of Patients Under 65 135 4 325 75 10 549 
Total Actual Cost(@ $100.00 
per Occurrence) $ 100,000 $ 15,000 $ 500 $ 32,500 $ 7,500 $ l,QOO $ 156,500 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over $ 100,000 $ 1,500 $ 100 $ $ $ s 101,600 
Actual Cost for Under 65 $ 13,500 $ 400 $ 32,500 s 7,500 $ 1,000 s 54,900 
TOTAL AcnJAL COST OF MED. SERV. & 
SUPP. $ 3.606.491 $ 623.073 $ 20,712 $1 1 558 1696 $360,649 $51.263 S 6.220.884 
* Does not include Home Health Visits included under the Hospital Insurance Plan (HIB) 
Med.Serv, & Supp. (Cont,} 
OAP-A & 
Prior MAA1 
Total Actual Cost for 
65 & Over S 3,606,491 
Cost of Premium for 65 
& Over S 1,465,200 
Cost of S50 Deductible 
for 65 & Over S 1,196,250 
Actual Cost Subject to 
20% Co-Insurance S 2,410,241 
Cost of Co-Insurance 
for 65 & Over S 482,048 
Total Welfare Cost for 
65 & Over S 3,143,498 
Total Welfare Cost for 
Under 65 (Full Cost) S 
NET TOTAL WELFARE COST FOR 
MED. SERV. & SUPP. S 3.143 1498 
Grand Total of Welfare 
Costs -- Summary 
I TOTAL WELFARE COST (With Drug in 
w Hospital only) 
w Total Net Welfare Cost for 
S 855,890 
$16,900,056 
Hospitalization (Page 1) 
Total Net Welfare Cost for 
Nursing Home Care (Pg. 2) 
Total Net Welfare Cost fer 
Med. Serv. & Supp. (Pg. 3) S 3,143,498 
Grand Total of Welfare Cost · 
(with Drug in Hospital Only) 
Federal Share (53.08% for 
Fed. Cat. Related Prog.) 
State Share (Without County 
Participation) 
State Share (With County 
Participatio;;r--
County Sh•re (20% of App. 
Programs) 
Drugs: For Patients in N.H.: 
Caseload in Nursing Home 
Cost of Drugs for N.H. Pa-
tients not in M.I. (, S15 
Per Month) 
Grand Total of Welfare C~st 
lwipi Drugs Added tor .R, 
































Federal Cateaog Related ReciKients 
Aid to Al o Families wlt 



































































































Aid to Needy 
Federal Catego~ Related Recieients 
CW Related Grand Total of Welfare OAP-A & Aid to Aid to Families With 
Costs -- Surmnary (Cont.) Prior MAAl Disab~ Blind Deeendent Children AFoc-u2 To AFDC3 .Total 
Federal Share (53.08% for 
Fed. Cat. Related Prog.) $11,728,792 $2,107,524 $48,291 $1,892,273 $ 468,245 $53,087 $16,298,212 
State Share (Without County 
Participation) $10,367,652 $1,862,943 $42,686 $1,672,673 $ 413,904 $ 46,926 $14,406, 784 
State Share (With County 
Participatio_n_ $10,367,652 $1,068,850 $ 24,491 $ 959,684 $ 237,474 $26,923 $12,685,074 
County Share (20% of app. 
$ $ 794,093 $18,195 $ 712,989 $ 176,430 $20,003 $1,721,710 Programs) ---
Drugs: For Out-patients: 33,550 7,100 250 52,106 11,127 2,000 $ 106,133 
Persons not in N.H. Or M.I. 
Cost of Drug for Out-
Patients ( §l $3 per mo.) $1,207,800 $ 255,600 $ 9,000 $1,875,816 $ 400,572 S 72,000 S 3,820,788 
Grand Total of Welfare Cost 
kWith Drugs Added for out-
$23.304.244 $4.226.067 $ 99.977 $5.440.762 $1,282.721 $172.013 $34.~25.784 atients) 
. . 
Federal Share (53.08% for 
Fed.· Cat; Rel. Prog.) $12,369,893 $2,243,196 $ 53,068 $2,887,956 $ 680,868 $ 91,305 $18,326,286 
State Share (Without County 
Participation) $10,934,351 $1,982,871 $46,909 $2,552,806 $ 601,853 $80,708 $16,199,498 
State Share (With County 
Participatiori'T""'"" $10,934,351 $1,137,658 $ 26,914 $1,464,654 $ 345,309 $ 46,305 $13,955,191 
County Share (20% of App. 
S 2,244,307 Programs) $ --- $ 845,213 $ 19,995 $1,088,152 $ 256,544 S 34,403 
Administra!ion ofu;Iitle XIX 
Total Average • Med. Care 
66,364 Caseload (Page 1) 40,700 8,000 260 13,534 1,870 2,000 
Cost of Admioist. (@ $11.25 
Per Case Per Year)4 $ 457,875 $ 90,000 $ 2,925 $ 152,258 $ 21,037 $22,500 $ 746,595 
GRAND TOTAL OF WELFARE COST (IYITH 
ADMINISTRATION COSTS) $231762 1119 $4.316.067 $102.902 $5,593,020 u 13o3.758 $194,513 S3~ 1272.379 
Federal Share·(53.0s% for Fed. 
Cat._ Rel. Prog.) $12,612,933 $2,290,968 $54,620 $2,968,775 $ 692,035 $103,248 $18,722,579 
State Share (Without County 
Participation) $ll ,U9,186 S2,025,099 $ 48,282 $2,624,245 $ 611,723 $ 91,265 S16,549,800 
State Share (With County 
Participation,-- $11,149, 186 $1,161,886 $27,702 $1,505,641 $ 350,971 $52,362 $14,247,748 
County Share (20% of App. 
Programs) $ --- $ 863,213 $20,580 $1,118,604 $ 260,752 $38,903 S 2,302,052 
1. Signifies Old Age Pension, Class A and Prior Medical Assistance to the ~ged 
2. Signifies Aid to Dependent Children - Unemployed Father 
3. Signifies Child Welfare Related to Aid to Dependent Children 
4. Shares of Administration of a Title XIX are assumed to be the same as for the program's costs. 
Data prepared by State Department of Public Welfare, 
as of 9/22/66. 
Although the number of recipients (52,106) participating in 
the aid to dependent children (.(AFDC) program exceeds the number of 
pensioners (40,700) by about 11,400, the total medical cost, includ-
ing comparable drug services, for AFDC recipients is estimated at 
only $5,593,020. A large part of the medical expenses for the AFDC 
program also would be for out-patient drugs -- $1,875,816. Estimated 
costs of the medical services for other federally-aided programs 
follow: aid to needy disabled -- $4,316,067, aid to dependent chil-
dren with an unemployed father -- $1,303,758, child welfare related 
to AFDC -- $194,513. The grand total of expenses under Title XIX 
for federally-aided programs is $35,272,379. 
The state program of medical services (see Table V) to welfare 
recipients not participating in the federally-aided programs is esti-
mated to cost $1,913,998, and if the counties participate in the 
financing of the program, the county share would be $121,224 and the 
state share $1,792,774. .The major portion of expenses of course 
would apply to medical services for Class Bold age pensioners 
($1,301,000); the tuberculosis assistance program for persons under 
65 amounts to $519,733; and the Class C pension program and child 
welfare (not related to AFDC) medical expenses amounts to a total of 
$93,264. 
Summary of Questions to Be Resolved 
Title XIX of the Social Security Act revises the manner in 
which federal grants for medical assistance are to be made to the 
states: 
1) medical assistance for the various federally aided wel-
fare programs is intended to be established on a uniform basis; and 
2) federal monies are being made available to the states to 
provide medical services to an additional group of low income 
families. The latter program is referred to as the "medically indi-
gent" group. If Colorado is to participate in this new federal 
plan for medical services to welfare recipients, the first phase of 
the plan (item number one above) must be instituted by 1970. The 
second phase (the "medically indigent") also must be adopted by 
1975. Failure to adopt either program may result in forfeiture of 
federal aid for medical services to welfare recipients in the cate-
gorical programs. 
In order to implement a Title XIX program in Colorado, con-
sideration needs to be given to five areas: 
1) establish a general guideline for the State Board of 
Welfare to follow with respect to levels of services for a uniform 
plan of medical assistance for existing categorical programs; 
2) establish policy with respect to the program of medical 
assistance to the so-called "medically indigent," keeping in mind 
that the program must be enacted by 1975 or federal funds will be 
forfeited; 
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3) outline an estimated budget within which levels of ser-
vice must be kept; 
4) consider state and local tax resources with respect to 
selecting the proper time for embarking on the committee's recom-
mendation to fund Title XIX from state funds; and 
5) implement legislation to establish state policy with 
respect to the Title XIX program. 
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Table V 
COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE ESTIMATED CO.ST FOR A PROPOSED 
MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM FUNDED 100 PER CENT BY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT-
Chlld.~elfare Not 
Under 65 Related to-Aid to 
Old Age Pension Tuberculosis Fami·lm With 
Caseload ---Summary class a class e As•istance Dep, Children 
Average Monthly Money Payment Caseload 3,800 25 750 
Average Monthly Non-Money Payment Caseload 300 75 
Total Aver•?• Mo, Medical Care Caseload 3,800 25 300 825 
Average No, o Persons Per Case 1,0 1,0 1,0 1.0 
Total Average Monthly No, of Persons 3,800 25 300 8~ 
Average Monthly No, of Persons 65 & Over 
Average Monthly No, of Persons Under 65 3,800 25 300 825 
Hospital Care 
No, of In-patient Admiss. for F.Y. 1,300 10 500 100 
No. of Ammissions: In-patient 65 & Over 
No, of Admissions: In-patient Under 65 1,300 10 500 100 
Average Cost Per In-patient Admission $ 389,00 s 389",00 s 616,00 s ~.oo 
No. of Days of Hospitalization 13,000 100 14,000 500 
Average Length of Stay Per Admission 10.0 10.0· 28.0 5.0 
Average Daily Hospital Cost s 38,90 s 38.90 s 22.00 s 45.00 
~ Total Actual Cost for In-patient Care $ 505,700 s 3,890 S308,000 S22,500 
Welfare Cost for 65 and Over ($40 HIB Ded.) s s s s 
1 Welfare Cost for Under 65 (Full Cost) s 505,700 s 3,890 S308,000 S22,500 
No, of Out-patient Admissions for F,Y, 150 2 2,500 1~ 
No. of Admissions: Out-patient 65 & Over 
No. of Admissions: Out-patient Under 65 1~ 2 2,500 1~ 
Average Cost Per Out-patient Admission $ 23.50 s 23,50 s 29,00 s 15.00 
Total Actual Cost for Out-patient Care $ 3,525 s 47 s 72,500 S 2.~ 
Welfare Cost for 65 & Over ($20 Ded, + 20%) $ s s s 
Welfare Cost for Under 65 (Full Cost) $ 3,525 s 47 s 72,500 S 2.~ 
TOTAL ACTUAL COST FOR IN & OOT•PATIENT 
HOSPITAL CARE $ 509,225 s 3,937 $380,500 S24, 750 
TOTAL WELFARE COST FOR IN & 001'-PATIENT 
HOSPITAL CARE $ ~9.225 s 31937 S380.500 S24 1750 
Nursing Home Care 
Total Average Mo. No, of Nursing Home Patients 150 N/A N/A 
Patients Not in Mental Inst., 65 & Over 
Patients Not in Mental Inst. Under 65 150 
Patients In Mental Inst. 65 & Over 



























Child Welfar• Not 
Under 65 Related to Aid to 
Old Age Pension Tuberculosis FamiliH With 
Nur1iog Home Care tcont 1l ~Ia .. g ~lass ~ As§istance Dee I Children Total 
Patients Not in Mental Inst., Total 150 N/A N/A 150 
Percent Receiving Basic Care 20.00% ---% ---% --- % 20.o~ Percent Receiving Technical Care 80.00% ---% ---% --- % 80.~ . Average Monthly Basic Care Caseload 30 30 
Averaye Monthly Technical Care Caseload 120 120 
Month y Cost for Basic Care s 136.00 s s s s 136.00 
Monthly Cost for Technical Care s 227.00 s s s s 227.00 
Total Actual Cost Basic Care for F.Y. s 48,960 s s s s 48,960 
Total Actual Cost Technical Care for F.Y. s 326,880 s s s s 326,BBO 
Patients in Mental Inst., Total ! 100) Monthly Cost for Patients in Mental Inst. s S 113.00) s s s 
Total Actual cost for M.I. Patients for F.Y. s $(135,600)* s s s 
TOTAL AcnJAL COST FOR NURSING OOME CARE s 375,840 s s s s 375,840 
Average Monthly Income Patients not·in M.I. s 15.00 s ( 10.00) s s s 15.00 
Income from Patients not in M.I.Tor F.Y. s 27,000 s s s s 27,000 
Income from Patients in M.I. for F.Y. (SlVmo.) s s (12,000)* s s s 
I No, of -Beneficiaries of Prouty Amend. 
w Income from Prouty Amend, for F.Y. ($22/mo.) s s s s s CD No. of Extended care Adlliss. For F.Y. 
Income from Extended Care Prov. --· 
(20 Days, $7.45) s s s s s 
Total Income Deductions for N.H. Patients s 27,000 s (12,000)* s s s 27,000 
TOTAL NET WELFARE COST FOR NURSING HOME CARE s 34B1840 Sll23,600~* $ s s 348.840 
Personal Needs, No. of Patients Receiving (lOOJ 
Cost of Peraonal Needs s (12,000 * s (75J (9,000 * s s s (lOOJ (12,000 * 
· Medical Servis!• And Sueelies 
Phl!iSi1ns 1 S9r:1:ise1 
ID Hosyi1•l and Clini&I 
fotactual Cost for In-Patients s 131,4B2 s 1,011 S B0,080 S 5,850 S 218,423 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s s s s s 
Actual Coat for Under 65 s 131,482 s 1,011 S 80,080 $5,850 S 218,423 
Total Actual Cost for Out-Patients s 1,586 $ 21 $ 32,625 S 1,013 s 35,245 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s s s s s 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s 1,586 s 21 S 32,625 S 1,013 s 35,245 




Under 6, Related to Aid to 
Old Age Pension Tuberculosis F111iliH With 
Medical Services And Sueelies (Cont.) !::Iass n Class e Assistance Dee1 Childgn I2ll! 
Phisici1ns• Services (Cont.) 
In Nutsing Homes 
Total No. of N.H. Visits for F.Y. 1,260 N/A N/A 1,260 
No. of Visits for 65 & Over 
No. of Visits for Under 65 1,260 1,260 
Total Actual Cost for N.H. Visits 
(, S7 .50/Vhi tl s 9,4!>0 s s s s 9,4,0 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s s s s 
_.,_ 
s 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s 9,450 s s s s 9,450 
In Home 1 Office or Elsewhere 
Total No. of Alo calls For F.Y. 10,950 75 900 2,47' 14,400 
No. of Visits for 65 & Over 
No. of Visits for Under 65 10,950 75 900 2,47' 14,400 
Total Actual Cost(@ S6.00 per Visit) s 65,700 $. 4,0 s 5,400 $14,850 s 86,400 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over $ $ s s s 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s 65,700 s 450 s ,,400 $14,8!>0 s 86,400 
Home Health Services 
Total No. of Rome Health Visits for F.Y. 2,190 15 180 0 2,38, 
lo) No. of Visits for 65 and Over* 
,0 No. of Visits Under 65 2,190 15 180 0 2,385 
Total Actual Cost(@ S8.50 Per Visit) s 18,615 s 128 s 1,530 s 0 s 20,273 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s s s s s 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s 18,615 s 128 s 1,530 s 0 s 20,273 
Medical Transfortation 
Total No. o Ambulance Trips 483 3 167 25 678 
No. of Trips for 65 & Over 
No. of Trips for Under 65 483 3 167 25 678 
Total Actual Cost(@ S17.50 Per Trip) s 8,453 s 53 s 2,923 s 438 s 11,867 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over -- s s s s s 
Actual Cost for under 65 s 8,453 s 53 s 2,923 s 438 s 11,867 
Casts 1 Rented E~iITen~f Prosthetic De-
vices Draces 1 rt fic al [egs 1 Arms l Eies 
Total No. of Patients Reaulring Above 65 l 25 5 96 
No. of Patients 65 & Over 
No. of Patients Under 65 . 65 l 25 -::r 96 
Total Actual Cost (@ $100.00 Per Occurence) $ 6,500 s 100 s 2,500 $ 500 s 9,600 
Actual Cost for 65 & Over s s s s s 
Actual Cost for Under 65 s 6,500 s 100 s 2,500 s 500 s 9,600 
* Does not Include Home Health Visits included under the Hospital Insurance Plan (HIB). 
~ 
0 
Medical Services and Supplies (Cont.) 
Total Actual Cost of Medical Services 
& Sup~!Ies 
Tota Actual Cost for 65 & Over 
Cost of Prem, for 65 & Over 
Cost of $50 Ded. for 65 & Over 
Actual Cost Subject to 20% Co-Ins. 
Cost of Co-Ins. for 65 & Over 
Total Welfare Cost for 65 & Over 
Total Welfare Cost for Under 65 (Full Cost) 
NET TOTAL WELFARE COST FOR M_?D. SERV. & SUPP. 
Grand Total of Welfare 
Costs -- Summary 
in 
Federal Share (53.08% for Fed. Cate. Rel. 
Prog.) 
State Shate (Without County Participation) 
State Share lWlth County Participation) 
County Share~ of App, Programs) 
Drugs: For Patients in N.H.: Caseload in 
Nursing Home 
Cost of Drugs for N.H, Patients not in 
M,I. (@ $15 per mo,) 
Grand Total of Welfare Cost (With Drugs 
added for N,H. Patients) 
Federal Share (53,08% for Fed. Cat. Rel, 
Programs) 
State Share (Without County Participation) 
State Share (With County Participation) 
County Share~ of App, Programs) 
Drugs: For Out-patients: Persons Not in 
N,H. or M,I. 
Cost of Drug for Out-Patients (1 $3 per mo,) 




Old Age Pension 
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Grand Total of Welfare 
Costs -- Summary (Cont.) 
Federal Share (53.08% for Fed. Cat. Rel. 
Prog.) 
State Share (Without County Participation) 
State Share (With County Participation 
County Share~ of App. Programs) 
Administration of Title XIX 
Total Av. Mo. Medical Care Caseload (Pg. 1.) 
Cost of Ayminist. (~ $11.25 per Case 
Per Yr.) 
GRAND TOTAL OF WELFARE COST (WI™ ADMINIST. 
COSTS) 
Federal Share (53.08% for Fed. Cat. Rel. 
Prog.) 
State Share (Without County Participation) 
State Share (With County Participation) 











































Child Welfare Not 
Related to Aid to 
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.... _The Medical Care Program estimates as submitted by the Colorado State Department of Public Welfare are based on the cost of providing a 
' uniform level of medical benefits for all Colorado welfare recipients. 
1. Shares of Administration of a Title XIX are assumed to be the same as for the program's costs. 
2. OAP-C Medical Cost can be disregarded as long as Medical Care is given within the.State Hospital without additional charges to Welfare. 
Data prepared by State Department of Public Welfare, 
as of 9/22/66. 
APPENDIX A 
The following material which describes the basic welfare 
programs in Colorado and how these programs are currently 
administered was excerpted from the report of the Governor's Local 
Affairs Study Commission entitled Local Government in Colorado 
pp. 83 through 91. ' 
Public Welfare 
. More than tlOO million is spent annually in Colo-
rado for public welfare, exceeded only by education 
and highways. Three levels of government have &seal 
and administrative responsibility for publi~ welfare--
federal, state, and county; however, counties pay only 
a very small portion of the costs and exercise limited 
administrative authority. 
Welfare Department Organization 
Stat■ Public Welfare Department. The state wel-
fare deparbnent is established under the provisions of 
Article 1, Chapter 119, CRS 1963. This article provides 
that the state department shall be responsible for the 
administration or supervision of all public welfare 
activities in the state. 
Since welfare programs at present, generally, are 
state supervised and county administered, the major 
responsibilities of the state depa.rbnent are: · 
1) to supervise all forms of public assistance and 
medical care; 
2) to act as an agent of the federal government for 
all federally-aided programs; and 
3) to administer state and federal funds for the . 
various programs. 
State Board of Welfare-Executive Director. The 
state board of public welfare consists of nine members 
appointed by the governor to serve for three-year over-
lapping terms. The members serve without compen-
sation, except for necessary travel expenses. The board 
adopts all policies, rules, and regulations for the gov-
ernment of the state department. The executive di-
rector ( who is un<ler civil service, as are all depart-
ment employees) is responsible for the operation and 
administration of the department, subject to the auth-
ority of the state board, which also must approve the 
department's proposed budget. 
Administrative Structure. The state deparbnent 
is composed of several divisions: administrative man-
agement, personnel, children and youth, adult aids and 
services, and medical services. In addition, the exec-
utive assistant to the director is responsible for several 
administrative functions, and legal counsel and advice 
is provided by the legal services section. 
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The state deparhnent of welfare has a staff of 155 
during the current fiscal year, which will he increased 
to 169 in fiscal year 1967. 
County Departments of Public Welfare 
Each county is required to have a department of 
public welfare by 119-1-9 CHS 1963. Any two or more 
counties, however, may form a district dcparhnent of 
welfare upon the approval of the state welfare depart-
ment. The county departments arc responsible for ad-
mimstration of the various welfare programs under 
statutory requirements and the rules and regulations 
of the state welfare department. In particular, county 
deparhnents determine the eligibility of recipients and 
their need for assistance, both as to kind and amount. 
The county welfare board consists of the board of 
county commissioners, except that if a district depart-
ment is created, one or more of the county commis-
sioners from each of the counties involved may serve on 
the board. The board selects the county director of 
welfare, but must do so in accordance with the merit 
system established for county welfare employees by 
the state cleparhnent as required by 119-1-12, CRS 
1963. While the board determines the salaries and 
salary ranges to be paid the directot and other county 
welfare employees, these are selcctecl from schedules 
established by the state deparhnent under the merit 
system. 
111e county departments are employing an average 
of 1,283 persons during the current fiscal year, almost 
100 more than during the previous year. The seven-
teen largest counties, which have 82.5 percent of the 
total welfare caseload, employ 82.4 percent of the 
total county welfare personnel. The number of county 
welfare employees will increase in fiscal year 1967 and 
following years, both because of increased caseloads 
and because of certain federal requirements concern-
ing worker-caseload ratios. 
Welfare Programs and Method of Finance 
Tho several public welfare programs may be di-
vided into four categories according to how they are 
financed: 
1) programs financed exclusively from federal and 
state funds; 
2) programs .financed from a combination of fed-
eral, state, and county funds; 
3) programs financed only from state and county 
funds; and 
4) programs financed entirely from county funds. 
Three programs arc fn the Grst category: old age 
pensions (OAP), old age pension medical care ( OAP 
Med), and medical aid to the aged (MAA). The sec-
ond ;roup comprise, aid to the blind (AB), aid to de-
pendent children (ADC), and aid to the needy dis-
abled (AND). Two programs arc financed only from 
state and county htn<ls: child welfare services and 
tuhcrculosis assistance, and one program (general as-
sistance) is financed entirely at the county level. 
The basis for financial participation by the federal, 
state, and county governments in the various welfare 
programs and in state and county welfare administra-
tion is shown in Table 14. This tahle also shows- the 
changes in federal participation which took place as 
of January 1, 1966, as a result of the amendments to 
the social security act adopted in 1965. 
Recent Trends in Welfare Expenditures 
and Finance 
Total Welfare Expenditures. In fiscal year (FY) 
1963, $97 million was expended for welfare purposes 
in Colorado. Total expenditures increased to $100.6 
million in FY 1965 and arc expected to reach almost 
$111 million in FY 1967, fourteen percent more than 
in FY 1963. 
During · the same period, the increase in federal 
funds expended for welfare purposes is estimated at 
23.8 percent; state funds, 3.2 percent; and county 
funds, 18 percent. In FY 1063, federal funds financed 
46.4 percent of the total welfare program; state funds, 
43.0 percent; and county funds, 10.6 percent. In FY 
1967, federal funds are expected to finance slightly 
more than fifty percent of total welfare costs; state 
funds, almost thirty-nine percent; and county funds, 
almost eleven percent. Table 15 shows the propor-
tion of expenditures for welfare purposes by program 
from federal, state, and county funds for fiscal years 
1965 through 1967. 
Caseloads and Per Case Costs. There are several 
reasons for recent and anticipated welfare expenditure 
increases. Increased caseloads have been an important 
factor, especially in the ADC and child welfare pro-
grams. The average monthly ADC caseload in FY 
1963 was 9,314 and is expected to be 13,488 in FY 
1967, an increase of almost 45 percent; a similar in-
crease is expected in the number of children receiving 
benefits ( an average of 28,561 per month in FY 1963 
and an estimated average of 41,390 per month in FY 
1967). 
The child welfare caseload is expected to be almost 
fifty-five percent higher in FY 1967 than in FY 1963, 
with an average monthly caseload estimated at 7,170 
as compared with 5,191 in FY 1963. An even higher 
rate of increase is expected in child wclfar~ cases re-
quiring foster and im;titutional care payments. An 
average of 1,762 children per month required such pay-
ments in FY 1963, with a monthly average o( 2,728 
expected in FY 1967. 
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TABLE 14 
BASIS OF PARTICIPATION IN WELFAl{E EXPENDITURES BY THE FEDERAL, 










FOi\ THE AGED 
AID TO THE 
NEEDY 
DISABLED 
AID TO THE 
BLIND 
FEDERAL• l»efo,e Jo11uo,y 1, 1966 
$2!1 or First $M 11l11s 5oi of lmlnnt.-c up 
tu $70 for Class A l't•n~lon only 
Hnrial~ 1trc cxdntlc~l 
50% of First $15 uf mrdlcal vendor 
p,1ymcnb for Cln~ A 11crlffl>l'I only 
,'j(lli of nil ex11Cncllt11res except 
Pcrsonul Needs for nursing home 
rccl1lient nncl hnrials 
. $29 of lir~t $35 pins soi of bftlanec 
np to $70 of both money nnd medical 
vctKlor 11:1yments together 
Rnrlnl, nrc excluded 
FEDERAL• ofte, Jo11uo,y 1, 1966 
$111 of Rrsl $!17 11ht, 50'.C of hnl11nce up 
tu $75 for Cius." A PcnRkJn only 
Durlnls nrc excluded 
S111ne ns before 
Snme aL" hcfore 
$1) 1 of Rnt $117 pins 50'.I of balance 
np to $75 of both money nnd mcdh:at 
vt.'lldor pnynl(.'llls together 
D11ri11ls nro excluded 
Snanc 11s for AND except Federal Snmc for AND cxt'(,'}ll Federal 
Government docs not participntc In Government d1n not participate In 
lrcnlrncot expenditures tn.'l1tmcnt expenditures 
Dnrlnls nrc excluded Bminls arc excluded 
AID TO $14 of the Rrst $17 plus SOI of balance $15 of the Rr5t $18 plus SOI of bnlnnce 
DEPENDENT up lo $30 per pcn;on of both money up to $32 per person of both money· 
CHILDREN and medical vendor payments together nnd medical vendor payment.1 together 
TUBERCULOSIS NO Federal Participation In any part Same as before . 








201 of total expcn-
dltnrc:1 excluding 
Pt.T50llnl Nt-cds for 
nursing homo 
p:11icnls 












pt•nc:litnre5 & cmt 

















NO Federal Participation (except Snme a hefore Same as for Bnfance of 
Children's Bureau monies received Tuberculosis reimbursable 
for administration) Assislnncct expenditures 
GENERAL NO Federal Participation In any · S11111e as before Paid entirely from NO State 
ASSISTANCE part of the program County funds Participation 
COUNTY AD- Approximately 411 of total Same as before 19% of total Balance of 
MINISTRATION expenditures . Approximately expenditures 
STATE AD- Approximately 441 of total Same as hefore NO B11lance of 
MINISTRATION expenditures Participation expenditures 
•Federal parllcl1mtlon la based on the month~ average pJflmenf for the entire Slate In each categorical program wl1ere applicable. 
120 percent of reimbursable expenditures as of January I, 1967. Source: Colorado State Department of Public Welfare. 
During the same period, the estimated increase in 
loads in other programs are either relatively stable or 
declining. 
A major factor in the rise in welfare expenditures 
has been the continuing increase in medical and hos-
pitalization costs. This increase, as might be expected, 
is felt mostly in those programs in which the major 
emphasis is on medical care, but it is reffected through-
out alJ of the programs where medical care is a coni,-
ponent. Increased benefits and cost of living adjust-
ments have also had a bearing on welfare expenditure 
increases. 
Administrative costs have increased on both the 
state and ~unty levels, as more employees have been 
needed to keep pace with increased caseloads and new 
and expanded programs. Salaries have risen because 
of merit and longevity increases ( normal Increments) 
and reclassification of some positions. 
Expenditures of County Funds for Welfare 
Per Capita Expenditures. Per capita expenditures 
of county funds for welfare increased 19.58 percent 
(from $4.80 to $5.74) between 1960 and 196.5. During 
this period, forty-seven counties had increased per 
capita expenditures, and sixteen experienced a reduc-
tion. The largest increases occurred in ADC ( 41.86 
·percent), child welfare (88.57 percent), and adminis-
tration ( 15.25 percent). AND and general assistance 
per capita expenditures remained stable. 
Two programs account for more than sixty-five per-
cent of all county expenditures for welfare: general 
assistance and ADC. General assistance per capita 
expenditures amounted to $1.91, accounting for almost 
forty percent of the total in 1960. In 1965, general 
assistance per capita expenditures amounted to $1.92, 
or slightly more than one-third of the total. In 1960, 
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ADC per capita expenditures of $1.29 were almost 
twenty-seven percent of the total. In 1965, ADC per, 
capita cx1x~ncHtnrcs had increased to $1.83 and were 
nlmost thirty-two percent of the total. 
Even though there was a large rise in per capita 
expenditures for child welfare purposes from 1960 to 
1965, child welfare continues to require a relatively 
minor proportion of county funds spent for welfare 
purposes (7.3 percent in 1960 and 11.5 percent in 
1965)-. · 
Huerfano County had the largest per capita ex-
penditure of county funds for wclf arc purposes in 
1965, $12.20. Two other counties had per capita ex-1 
penditurc of county funds for welfare purposes in 
Animas, $10.07. The following counties were between 
$7 and $10 per capita: Conejo, $9.43; Weld $9.41; 
Saguache, $9.01; Clear Creek, $8.84; Pueblo, f8.65; 
Routt, $8.05; CostiJJa, $7.87; and Denver, $7.68. An 
additional eight counties had per capita expenditures 
between $6 and $8. 
This is a marked contrast to 1960, when only one 
county, Gilpin ($10.90) had per capita welfare ex-
penditures from county funds in excess of $10. In 
that year only eleven counties ( including Gilpin) had 
per capita expenditures in excess of $6. Other counties 
with large per capita expenditures in '1960, included 
Saguache, $9.42; Las Animas, $9.37; Weld. $8.ot; 
Huerfano, $7.75; and Clear Creek, $7.36. 
Per capita expenditures hy county for selected wel-
fare programs and functions for 1960, 1963, and 1965 
are shown in Tahle 16. 
Aclministfetlon Costs. Administrative per capita 
expenditures accounted for virtually the same propor-
tion of total per capita expenditures in 1960 and 196.5 
( twelve percent and 12.3 percent respectively). Ad-
ministrative per capita costs are substantiaJJy higher in 
the smaJJer counties, ranging from $.56 per capita in 
1965 in counties over 50,000 population to $1.61 per 
capita in those with less than 2,500 population. Ad-
ministrative costs also account for a much larger pro-
portion of total welfare expenditures from county 
funds in the smaller counties ( slightly more than teri 
percent in counties over 50,000 population, but almost 
thirty-one percent in those with less than 2,500 popula-
tion). Table 17 shows the relationship between county 
population and per capita administrative expenditures 
and between county population and the proportion ad-
ministrative costs are of total welfare per capita ex-
penditures. · 
. ~eneral_ Assistance. As indicated above, general 
assistance expenditures account for a greater portion 
of welfare expenditures from county funds than any 
other program. In FY 1965, counties spent $3.8 mil-
lion for this purpose. The ]argest amount of general 
assistance funds are spent for medical care and hos-
TABLE 15 
PROPORTION OF WELFARE EXPENDITURES, FEDERAL, STATE, AND COUNTY, FY 1965-1967 
FY 1964-196S FT ltH-1966 CEst.l 
Percnt of E•pentlitu,es Perdllt of E•pentlltures 
PROGRAMS Federal State County FedeNI State County 
Aid to the Blind 47.271 32.721 20.011 47.351 32.661 19.991 
Aid to Dependent Children 58.01 22.15 19.84 57.31 22.79 19.90 
Aid to Needy Disabled 68.84 Joe.37 18.79 61.21 18.97 19.83 
Child Welfare Scrvk:ei 45.38 54.62 46.02 53.98 
T B Assistance 50.00 50.00 49.93 . 50.07 
Distressed Counties 100.00 100.00 
ADC Protective Payments 80.00 .-20.00 ., 80.00 20.00 
Home Nursing 100.00 
Emergency Fund 100.00 
Medical Aid to Aged 49.24 50.76 48.63 51.37 
Total Appropriated Funds 52.71 30.79 16.50 50.99 32.85 16.16 
Old Age Pcmion . 51.37 48.63 54.00 46.00 
Old Age Pen~ion Medical 44.97 55.03 41.44 58.56 
Total Cash Funds 50.36 49.84 51.74 48.26 
General Assistance 100.00 100.00 
Total Welfare Programs 49.20 40.00 10.74 49.06 39.67 '10.67 
AdmlnllhatiOII 
State 46.99 53.01 44.13 55.87 
County 41.43 39.70 18.87 40.96 39.70 19.34 
Total Administration 42.40 · 42.02 15.58 41.51 42.49 16.00 
Grand Total <18.60 40.23 11.17 48.90 39.93 11.17 
•Adjusted according to actual state appropriation for FY 1968-8'7 as provided In ff. 8. 1049 ( 1966) 
Smffl.'t": ColnnKln State Dcpmtment of Public Welfue 
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FY 1966-1967 Clst.l• 
Percent of bpe11dltures 
Federal State County 
46.441 33.611 19.951 
56.96 . 23.68 19.36 
































PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES BY COUNTY 
FOR SELECTED WELFARE PROGRAMS AND FUNCTIONS, 
COUNTY FUNDS ONLY, 1960, 1963, AND 1965• 
TOTAL b A.D.C. A ••• D. atlLD W!LJ.1111 GOIEML ASSISf-■ 
Pct. of 
... C.plt• ·•· Por CO.Ito lop, ,.. C.lt• ·•· 
.mt: c:w· ·-Cauntf .mt· ,cu· 'lia_ c;o~r, _mg_ .JW.. .JJ!L ..All!L ..mL. .JnL --- ..mL. .J!ll. . ir.d••• • 1.92 I 2.0, • 3,00 ,, .... • ... . •-~ I 1.,1 • .21 • .13 • .n • ,IO • .n • .JI • .,. • .,, • t:g: lloleao•• 0.09 3.10 o.10 I.II 1.01 .... I.OJ -~ ,JO ::1 .31 ,39 .. , 1.o. 1.06 lrinpahN 2.0 2.:tr 2.30 13.111 .,2 ·" .66 ,20 ,20 ,IO ·" .:tr ·" ... .. , •rchul■ t ■ ,.60 1.31 •• o1 o." 2.02 .... J,Ot ,61 .. , ,Tl .IO l.ot ,12 1.21 1,)6 1.01 ,,u 1.12 , ... 2.n . , ..• .10 .o, ... .n .31 .26 • 01 ,8 ,21 ... .n l,JJ 
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TABLE 17 
PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES FOR WELFARE 
ADMINISTRATION, COUNTY FUNDS ONLY, 
COUNTIES GROUPED BY POPULATION CLASS 
1965 
Size of Counties 
Over 50,000 pop. 
10,000 - 50,000 
5,000 - 10,000 


















pitalization, more than sixty-eight percent in FY 196.5 
as follows: hospitalization, 26.3 percent; medical dmgs, 
25.8 percent; and county hospitals, 16.1 percent. In 
kind assistance ( groceries, rents, cJothing, etc.) ac-
counted for 16.7 percent; cash, 12.1 percent, and coun-
ty home operation and maintenance, burials, and com-
modity distrihution, 3.1 percent. 
County Mill Levies 
County funds for welfare purposes come from the 
property tax, which is also the primary source of 
financial support for all other county functions. The 
amount of tax that can be levied by a county for wel-
fare purposes is determined by its per capita assessed 
value as provided in 119-3-6, CRS 1963, as follows: 
Per Capito Assessed Value 
$ 800 or less 
800-1,000 
1,000 - 1,200 
1,200 - 1,400 
1,400 - 1,600 
1,600 - 2,000 
2,000 - 2,600 
2,600 or more 









Per capita assessed value is determined each year 
hy dividing a county's current assessed value hy the 
State Planning Division's most recent population esti-
mate for that county. Welfare levy limits may be ex-
ceeded for good cause upon approval of the Colorado 
Tax Commission. Levy limits and 1965 and 1966 wel-
fare levies are shown for each county in Tahle 18. 
Currently fourteen counties are levying in excess of 
their statutory limits, and an addilional five counties 
are at their limit. Thirty counties had an increase in 
welfare levies from 196.5 to 1966, and only eleven had 
a mill levy reduction. Generally; those counties with 
the largest welfare levies ( including those above their 
statutory levy limit) are the ones with the highest per 
capita expcnditt1te.!I for welfare from county funds. 
TABLE 18 
COUNTY WELFARE FUND LEVIES 
AND LEVY LIMITS 
W.lfaro 1965 1966 CounlJ LnY Lla111 !!l!..!!n !!!l...!,m 
Ada111a 3.50 2.20 2,90 Al ■MOU 3,50 2,35 2. ◄o ~:~~::. 3,50 l.2◄ 1, 74 3.00 3,00 3.00 B•c• 2.,0 .e, ,91 
Bent 3.00 2,55 3.00 Boulder 3,00 2.20 2.◄o °'•"•• 3.,o 2,00 2.00 Cheyenn• 2,50 1.00 1.00 Clan· Creel. 2.,0 4.00 4,00 
~::l~:. 4.,o ll,00 5,00 4.00 ,.oo !l,38 CrowleJ 3.50 2,00 3.00 CU1ter 2.,0 2.00 1,!IO belh 4,50 11,50 '·" Denver 3.00 3,60 4,39 
Dolorea 3.00 2.00 1.00 r.:r!·· 2.50 ,55 ·" 2.50 2,50 1.00 
Elbert 2.50 ,55 1.00 
El Pa.so 4.00 3,40 4,00 
fr•IOoM 4.00 2.~o 2,!IO 
GuUeld 2,50 1.00 1.40 
Gilpin 2.50 3.40 3,40 
Grand 2.,0 ·'"' .10 
Gunnlaon 3:00 1.00 1.00 
Hln1dale 2.,0 ,,0 2,00 
Hui.,rrano 4,00 6,00 6,00 
Jack ton 2,50 1.50 1.00 
Jerrer■on 3,50 1.12 1.10 
klowa 2,50 1.30 1,!IO 
kit Car■oll 2.~o 1.00 1,25 
Late 2,50 ,22 ,91 
La Plata 3,00 2.00 2.2, 
Larl•er 3,50 3,00 3,00 
La■ Ant••• 4,00 6,00 6,00 
Lincoln 2,50 1,30 1,30 
Lo9an 2,50 1,45 1,60 
Me•.a 3.50 2,114 3,46 
Mineral 2,50 1,00 1.00 
NoHat 2,50 1.10 1.10 
Monton•• 4.00 4.10 3.90 
llontroae 3,50 4,20 3.~o 
Morgan 3.00 2,00 3,00 
Otero 3.50 3,34 4,25 
Our•J 2.~o 1,00 1.00 
Part 2.~o .oo 1,40 
Phllllpo 2.50 ,a, 1,55 
Pitkin 2.~o .20 ,38 
Pro .. r■ 3,00 2,77 2,73 
Pueblo 4.00 !1.50 6,60 
Rio Blanco 2.50 ,26 .26 
Rio Grande 3,00 3,50 3.50 
Routt 2,50 2,10 3,00 
Sav,,acho 3,00 3.50 3,!IO 
S.n Juan 2,50 2,!IO 2.00 
Sin lllguol 2,50 ,15 ,15 
Sedgwick 2,50 .!IO ,25 
-lt 2,50 ,40 ,43 
Tolin 3,00 2,80 2,50 
WHhl119ton 2,50 ,60 1.00 
Wold 3,00 4,65 4,60 
y,.. 2,!IO 1,90 1,90 
Implications of New Federal Legislation 
Several 1965 amendments to the Social Security 
Act have major implications for welfare administration 
and finance in Colorado. Also having an important 
bearing on welfare administration and finance are 
federal regulations concerning caseworker-caseload 
ratios and caseload-supervisor ratios which were pro-
mulgated pursuant to the 1962 Social Security Act 
amendments. 
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1965 Sociol Security Act Amendments. Tlw 196.5 
anwndnwnts incn•as<·d tlw amount of k<lernl nid to 
:1d11lt n•cipknts of Aid to N<·<·dy Disnhlt•d, Aid to 
Blind, and Old Age Pension ( Class A) ' programs. 
Effcctlvu January 1, 1966, fcdern] aid was increased · 
from $46.50 to $50.00 per month for cnch adult r<--clpi-
ent in tlwse three programs rccl'iving a grant of at 
least $75 per month. Federal nid also is lncreai.ed pro-
portionately for those receiving grants of less thari $75 
per month. An Increase in federal aid of $1.50 per 
month for each ADC recipient was also effective Janu-
ary 1, 1966. 
Maintenance and Expenditure Level. In order for 
a state to receive this increased reimbursement, state 
and local governments must maintain at lea5t the leve1 
of expenditures h, .clf ect prior to thl' changl's In the 
federal aid formulae. Each state has a choice In deter-
mining the hcnchmark to be used to govl'rn the level 
of state and local ('Xp<'nclitures which must be main-
tained to lw ,.,;. ·-·· r,,, in,·tTascd aid. 
A slal•· 111·. ,;:, 11uartcrly avt•ragc expendi-
tures from stale ,t11d i,,cal funds for eith<'r FY 1964 or 
FY 1965. If it makes this choice; then futnrc quarterly 
expenditures from state and local funds can not be less 
than the quarterly average selected. Instead of the 
quarterly average, a state may chose the achml ex-
penditures in each quarter in either FY 1904 or FY 
1965 as a benchmark. IE this method is chosen, then 
future quarterly expenditures from state and local 
funds can not be less than the actual expenditures from 
the comparable quarter in tlw' fiscal year selected as a 
benchmark. No official deci.~ion has yet been made as 
to which fiscal year and whi<:h hasis ( quarterly aver-
age or actual expenditures) Colorado will use. 
Title XIX, Social Security Act. Any savings of 
state and local funds resulting from the new medical 
care program will have to be used for other welfare 
purposes, because of the requirement concerning the 
level of state and local expenditures to he maintained. 
It is contemplated that the savings on the state level 
will be used to' provide improved and uniform medical 
benefits for all of the federally-aided programs: AB, 
ADC, AND. In fact, Title XIX of the Social Security 
Act, as amended in 196.5 encourages that this be done 
and provides federal matching funds for this purpose. 
The intent of Title XIX has been stated as follows: 
The underlying objective of the State fi-
nancing provision in Title XIX is to assist 
States, where necessary, in securing a broader 
base of financial support of the new medical 
a11silitoncu prog_rnm, fncilitoto maintcnnnco o( 
standards for both administration and pro-
gram services throughout the State, and avoid 
placing excessive reliance for program im-
provement on the varying, and sometimes 
limited, tH resource., of local govemmcnts.1 
To nssurn that improV<!<l medical services wiU. ap-
ply ·uniformly in nll nn•as of a stah\ as well ns in nll 
pn,grmns, Title XIX provi<1<'s further that as of July 1, 
1970, .there must he only state funds used to meet nil 
of the non federal share of the costs, unless the state 
plan provides for distrilmtion of federal or state funds 
on nn equalization or some other hasis which will as-
sure that lm:k of funds from local sources will not re-
sult in lowering the amount, duration, scope, or quality 
of care and scrvleei. under the plan.~ 
In other words, either a state must provide all of 
the fund'I for the enlarged medical assistance program, 
or it must allocate federal and state funds to the coun-
ties in such a way that the program will he uniform, re-
gardless of the amount of county funds available. 
1962 Social Security Act Amendments 
In order to ohtain increased . federal participation 
under the 1962 Social Security Act amendments, fed-
. cral regulations r<!q1tirc welfare departments to de-
crease caseworker workloads to a maximnm of sixty 
cases or an cqnivalcnt proportion of time. These regu-
lations also require II caseworker-supervisor ratio of 
no more than Jive to one. These ratios must be achieved 
hy July 1, 1967, or the increased federal welfare ad-
ministration aid of seventy-live percent for the propor-
tion of service cases in the federal-aid categories will 
be reduced lo fifty percent. 
During the current fiscal year, it would require a 
county welfare department staff of 1,424 to meet these 
standards as contrasted with the average of 1,2.<J.'3 that 
can be employed under the present approprialim.1. The 
required total in FY 1966 is estimated at 1,477 because 
of increased caseloads. 
The increased staff needed to meet federal stan-
dards will require additional expenditures of state and 
local funds, because currently forty percent of the cost 
of county administration is financed by the state and 
nineteen percent hy the counties. Staffing pattern and 
caseload ratio requirements also raise several questions 
concerning welfare organi7..ation and administration 
which will be discussed in connection with the coun-
ties' role in welfare administration and finance. 
The Counties• Role in Welfare 
Administration and Finance: 
Major Problem~ ond Policy Questions 
Connly governments in Colorado provide only ten 
to eleven percent of the total cost of welfare programs 
nnd administration. While counties are responsible for 
welfare administration on the focal level, this responsi-
bility Is ltmltcd and must ho exercised in conformity 
with federal and state regulations and procedures. 
Even though the boards of county commissioners ( in 
their capacity as public welfare boards) hire wellare 
personnel, personnel qualifications, service, and salary 
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schedules arc governed by the state welfare merit 
system. 
Property Tax Burden. Local county financial sup-
port is provided entirely from the property tax. The 
welfare levy is separate from the county general fund 
levy, so that its increase docs not affect general fund 
levy limits or the level of county services financed 
from this fond. Nevertheless, the welfare levy adds 
to the property tax hurden which is already excessive, 
or considered so, in many portions of the state. 
In this conm·, '"m, it should be noted that those 
counties with the highest welfare levies ( most of which 
are in excess of their statutory limits) •arc generally 
those with declining or depressed economic conditions, 
and it is these economic conditions which cause in-
creased welfare needs. Increasing the property tax 
levy to meet a need resulting from declining ecOnomic 
conditions tends to impede or postpone economic im-
provement by aggravating an already bad situation. 
High property tax levies discourage industrial and com-
mercial growth, which would reduce the need for wel-
fare assistance and also broaden the property tax base. 
While the state provides some additional assistance 
to economically distressed counties, the annual appro-
priation is only $150,000, which provides only a small 
amount of relief when applied on a statewide basis. 
New Federal and State Aid Changes. New federal 
and state aid formulae and programs will shift the 
welfare financial burden even more to these two 
sources. In addition to increased federal aid, the state 
( as previously indicated) will finance eighty percent 
of both the child welfare and the tuberculosis assist-
ance programs instead of the current fifty percent, be-
ginning January 1, 1967. The requirement concerning 
non federal support for medical assistance programs 
to take effect July 1, 1970, will either eliminate the 
county financial burden for these programs or reduce 
the need for increased county expenditures for this 
purpose in depressed areas. 
Administrotion and Personnel. Even though the 
counties will be relieved of a portion of their financial 
obligations for welfare by these changes, greater coun.-
ty administration expenditures can be expected, unless 
the state assumes a larger share of the increased cost 
required to meet federal caseworker and supervisor 
standards. 
The per capita cost of welfare administration paid 
from county funds is already high in counties with less 
than 50,000 population and is extremely high in coun-
ties with less than 2,500 population. While welfare 
administration expenditures are only ten percent of 
the total in counties over 50,000 population, it ranges 
from 12.5 percent to almost thirty~one percent in the 
other fifty-three. 
The problem is not just limited to administrative 
costs, it also involves the employment and effective 
use of professional stnlf. Caseloads in many sma11 
nmnties do not justify a full-time welfare director, even 
without additionnl professional staff. H would seem 
that these cases might he supervised and serviced more 
efficiently on n mnlticonnty basis where the caseload 
would be sufficient to have several professional special-
ists ( such as a trained child welfare worker) serving 
under one supervisor or director; with centralized 
clerical functions. Such a change would appear to be 
· a minimum requirement, if the new federal standards 
• are to be met in the most efficient and least costly way. 
Welfare Districts. The state welfare deparhnent 
has embarked upon a program to encourage county 
welfare departments to combine on a district basis a, 
permitted byH9-19 CHS 1963. As presently projected, 
these districts' would follow judicial district boundari8' 
except in the northeast corner of the state where twct 
welfare districts would comprise the six counties itt 
the 13th judicial district. 
This program carried to its completion would re-
sult in the creation of twenty-three welfare districts. 
Six of the ten largest counties would operate as single 
cotm!y districts: A<lams, Boulder, Denver, Mesa, 
Pueblo, and Weld. 
The other four counties over 50,000 . population 
would have smaller counties attached for welfare pur-
poses as follows: 
Arapahoe: Douglas and Elbert 
El Paso: Cheyenne, Kit Carson, and Lincoln 
Jefferson: Clear Creek and Gilpin 
Larimer: Jackson 
· The division of the state into welfare districts would 
not save any money, nor would it necessarily reduce 
the welfare property tax burden, although there might 
be some slight shifts in mill levies among counties in 
some districts. It is designed to provide more efficient 
administration and utilization of professional person-
nel, an<l it woul<l reduce the number of local adminis-
trative entities from sixty-three to twenty-three. 
This proposal has already met with opposition in 
some parts of the state, particularly in the northeast 
and southeast, where the county commissioners want 
to maintain theil' welfare program authority on a 
county basis. Opposition has also been generated by 
those who feel that the state should take over com-
plete responsibility for welfare and relieve counties of 
this obligation. 
Major Policy Questions 
The major policy questions concerning the counties' 
role in welfare administration and finance revolve 
around whether this function should be assumed en-
tirely by the state, either immediately or on a gradual 
basis to be completed ln 1970 to coincide with the 
Title XIX provisions on local support for medical as-
sistance programs. 
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Pro. Arg11mt'nts in snpport o( the stntc nssmning 
complrtc rcsponsihility for wdfor(• may hr smnmariz<id 
ns follows: 
Counties in r<•nlity have litll<i mntrol over the wel-
fare program aml contrilmtc only n small proportion 
of welfare expenditures. TI1e extent of control and 
Rnandal conlrilmtion will diminish in the future, even 
If the state doesn't assume complete responsibility. As 
this happens, there is even less justiReation than nt 
present for counties to he involved in welfare ndmin-
istrntion nnd finance. 
State assumption of complete nisponsihility would 
reduce the pro1wrty tnx hurden, which . would he of 
special benefit to economically distressed counties. It 
would also simplify welf arc administration and elimin-
ate county-state friction over salary levels, pcl'lionnel 
requirements etc. By assuming greater financial sup- . 
port on a gradual hnsis, the state could take over the 
program without a lnrge amount of additional funds 
required in nny one fiscal year. Increased federal aid 
will also help offset the state's fiscal burden. 
Con. The arguments against eliminating the ~un-
ties' welfare ro]e may be summarized as follows: 
It is important to have at least some degree of local 
control in the welfare program, especially in deter-
. mining recipient eligibility. County we1farc boards are 
closer to the scene, understand local situations, and 
urn lwth•r 11hle lo make thcs<i decisions than a state 
ngruey. In particulnr, general 11ssistance should not 
he ndminish•rcd on u uniform hasis thronghout the 
stak, l)('c:msc of vnst dilf crenecs in local con<lition!I 
nnd needs. Consolidation of county welfare depart-
ments on a district hnsis would provide more efficient 
administmtion nnd service, while retaining some <le-
greo of local control. Increased state aid could he 
mado availnhle to assist economically distressed coun-
tic., to a gr<'nter extent than at present, without turning 
this function entirely over to the state. 
If the decision is made to retain at least some de-
gree of county contr~I and participation in the pro-
gram, the following questions should he considered: 
1) Should county welfare departments he consoli-
dated on a district basis? If so, should 119-1-9 
CHS 196'3 be amended to make such consoli-
dation mandatory rather than permissive? How 
should district welfare boards he constituted 
and what authority and responsibility should 
they have? 
2) · Should there he an increase in state aid to re-
1ievc local welfare financial burden? If so, to 
what extent and on what basis ( e.g. to all 
counties or just to economical1y distressed coun-




A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING nIE AMOUNT OF PENSION PAYABLE TO PERSONS Cl.JALIFIED 
TO RECEIVE THE OLD AGE PENSION. 
Be !1 Enacted h the General Assembly 2f. the State 2f Colorado: 
SECTION 1. 101-1-7 (1), Colorado Revised Statutes 1963, is 
hereby amended to read: 
101-1-7. Amount of pension. (1) The basic minimum award payable 
to those persons qualified to receive old age pension shall be one 
hundred dollars monthly; provided, that the state board of public 
welfare is hereby authorized and shall have the power to adjust the 
said basic minimum award above one hundred dollars per month if, in 
its discretion, living costs have changed sufficiently to justify such 
action. The amount of net income from whatever source, either'in cash 
~ 
or in kind, that any person eligible for an old age pension may re-
ceive, shall be deducted from the amount of pension which ·such person 
would otherwise receive; PROVIDED, THAT IF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED 
STATES SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR AN INCREASE IN MONTHLY INSURANCE BENE-
FITS UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROVISIONS 
OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT, WHICH INCREASE SHALL BE RETROACTIVE FOR 
ANY NUMBER OF WONTHS AND SUOI RETROACTIVE INCREASE PAID TO RECIPIENTS 
OF THE OLD AGE PENSION ENTITLED THERETO IN A LUMP SUM, SUCH RETRO-
ACTIVE INCREASE SO PAID SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED AS NET INCOME BY THE 
STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE NOR DEDUCTED FROM THE PENSIONS OF RECI-
PIENTS RECEIVING THE SAME. In computing said net income the county 
department shall NOT consider the ownership of real estate occupied 








moneys deposited in the old age pension fund shall be first available 
for payment of basic minimum awards to qualified recipients, and no 
part of said fund shall be transferred to any other fund until such 
basic minimum awards shall have been paid. 
SECTION 2. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, 
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the public 
peace, health, and safety. 
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